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Introduction

I. INTELLECTUAL CONTEXT

Aбу ХАМИД Muhammad ibn Muhammad al-Ghazālī is widely seen in Islam as the 'renewer' (mujaddid) of the 6th century AH, in line with the well-known prophetic tradition that such a figure would arise every hundred years. Aside from his important contributions as a Shafi’ite jurist, Ash‘arite theologian, and defender of Sunni orthodoxy against Avicennism and Ismā‘ilism, he is overwhelmingly linked with the medieval popularisation of the 'sober' or Junaydī kind of Sufism. The main work with which this aspect of his contribution is associated is his four volume Revival of the Religious Sciences (Iḥyā‘ ʿulūm al-dīn) from which Ayyub ‘l-walad quotes and of which it is a kind of epitome.

Ghazālī is the undisputed figurehead of the revived Sunnism of the Seljuq period which reversed the political dominance of various forms of Shi‘ism in the 4th/10th century. Seljuq intellectual culture emerges from a forbidding complex of pressures and influences—a complexity reflected in Ghazālī. One way in which these contemporary forces might be summarised is in terms of the challenge of 'wisdom' (ḥikma), variously defined, to exoteric Islam. This challenge was primarily felt on three sides.
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To begin with, Graeco-Arabic philosophy had lately been given a fulsome and incomparably authoritative expression in Islam by the great Persian thinker Avicenna or Abū 'Ali al-Husayn ibn 'Abd Allāh Ibn Sīnā (d. 428/1037). The 6th/12th century has been referred to as a period of Avicennan epidemics, at least in eastern Islam. There is indeed ample evidence for the powerful impact of Avicennism in texts from this period. Ibn Sīnā had been at pains to develop Peripatetic thought in step with Islamic concerns, for example elaborating a theory of prophecy in his psychology, explaining the data of Islamic eschatology within a philosophical framework, and carefully keeping the language of inception (ḥudūth) in his cosmogony of pre-eternal instauration. It was partly because of 'Islamic' refinements like these that Graeco-Arabic philosophy through Ibn Sīnā gained wide enough influence to disturb the religious establishment.

The second assault on exoteric Islam by advocates of 'wisdom' saw it take political form, a militant movement which laid claim to its own religious sanction and credentials lateral to those of Sunnism. This was Ismā‘īlī Shi‘ism in which a rich philosophical system of partly Neoplatonic provenance (elaborated by thinkers like Abū Ya‘qūb al-Sijistānī and Ḥāmid al-Dīn al-Kirmānī) was combined with the claim of the charismatic authority of the Prophet's lineage. In Ghazālī's lifetime the sect was transformed in the Seljuq domains both doctrinally and practically into a new and fearsome movement—the Nizārī Ismā‘īlism of al-Hasan ibn al-Shabbāh (d. 518/1124) which would prove to be a persistent stumbling block to the Seljuqs. Holding extensive territories within the Seljuq empire (e.g. Daylam, Māzandarān and Qūhistān), the Nizārīs also espoused a dramatic policy of assassination to which more than one of Ghazālī's great patrons allegedly fell victim.

The mystical dimension known as Sufism constituted the third and arguably profoundest challenge by 'wisdom' to Sunnī exoterism. Sufism's origins were disputed by earlier orientalist scholars, but their sympathy for the thesis of a primarily non-

Islamic (notably Neoplatonic or Christian) pedigree has been swept aside in favour of the contrary view that it is primarily Islamic—the prevalent claim of Sufism's exponents themselves. That said, the ambiguity of the relationship of this eminently home grown form of ḥikma with the religion's juridical and dogmatic aspects is historically quite clear—from the various trials of mystics under the 'Abbāsid caliphs between the 870s and the 930s right through to modern denunciations by Salafi and Wahhābi reformers. Even under Seljuq hegemony, Sufi thinkers could fall foul of the religious authorities, as shown by the trial and execution of 'Ayn al-Quḍāt al-Hamadhānī (exc. 525/1131) twenty years after Ghazālī's death.

While Sufism claimed to prolong the intense spirituality of the Prophetic and 'apostolic' era of Islam, more than one trend threatened to render its mission marginal by the 4th/10th century. On the one hand, Islam as a whole underwent an exceptionally rapid phase of scholastic elaboration in which a powerful armoury of religious sciences appeared such as Ḥadīth, jurisprudence and Kālām theology. Yet this process through which the religion became radically formalized and systematized, brilliant though it was, threatened to neglect the vital sphere of the inner life, the individual soul's deeper relationship with God. On the other hand, some mystics themselves began dramatically to emphasize the asymmetry of their interior path with exoteric religious norms, figures like Abū Yazīd al-Baṣṭāmī, Abū l-Husayn al-Nūrī, Sumnūn ibn Ḥamza, Mansūr al-Ḥallāj and the architects of the Malāmahī 'way of blame', Ḥamdūn al-Qāṣār and Abū Ḥāfīs 'Amr al-Ḥaddādī. Through such mystics as these a worrying tension between Sufi spirituality and official religion emerged, apparent not only in the mystics' doctrines (e.g. divine love, theōsis), A

The value of Louis Massignon's Essai should not be under-estimated in shifting the consensus on Sufism's origins. In this work—originally his Ph.D. thesis—Massignon comprehensively demonstrates the Qurʾānic and Islamic basis of the terms and concepts of Islamic mysticism. See L. Massignon, Essay on the Origins of the Technical Language of Islamic Mysticism.
but their chosen media (e.g. poetry, music, the 'theopathic utterance' or šaṭḥ), and their rich variety of parakriurgical practices. As mentioned, a period of overt conflict began under the 'Abbāsid caliphs from the 870s which was mainly orchestrated by the Hanbali jurist, Ghulām al-Khalīl. The most famous victim of these persecutions was undoubtedly Hallāj, with his two major trials in 301/913 and 309/922, resulting in his execution.14

Already during the Hallājīan drama a countervailing trend had strong support in the school of thought linked with Abū 'l-Qāsim al-Junayd al-Qawārī (d. 298/910)—a major mystical theorist and one of a number of contemporary Sufis who joined in denouncing Hallāj. A central issue here was the Hallājīan claim of theōsis, encapsulated in the famous shāṭḥ 'anā 'l-Haqq', 'I am the Truth'. Junayd betrays an obsession with the whole question in his epistles and stresses the ultimate subjectivity of the experience, which he claimed involves the mystic's 'passing away' in the Godhead ('fūn') in his imagination only ('alā 'l-tawāwhum).15 The distinction of creature from Creator was for him non-negotiable, insofar as it was ethically and religiously foundational.

Junayd's 'sober' (ṣahwī) mysticism heralds a reaction to the period of tension, a reaction expressed in a wave of Sufi manuals and compilations which emphasised the strict religious probity of the via mystica in the course of fixing its teachings and recording its lore. Composed within a relatively brief period from the mid-4th/10th century through to the mid-5th/11th century, these works,16 which are now regarded as the classics of Islamic mystical literature, were at least partly motivated by the need to defend Sufism through establishing the complementarity of exoteric and esoteric truth. Ghazālī's momentous contribution, in the wake of these texts from this slightly earlier period, is strongly at one with their integrative agenda. Yet it is not enough to view him as simply an apologist and mediator. Ghazālī's project goes further and is, understood properly, no longer defensive. For the Ghazālīan point of view insists not just on the compatibility of spheres, but that Sufism is absolutely indispensable for an authentic Islam and that in consequence the whole of the religion must be informed by the mystical impulse.

II. BIOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT

It will become clear that Ghazālī's life acutely dramatized the indispensability of Sufism for a genuine Islam and it is the personal events pertaining to this epoch-making discovery by him which will form the focus of this section. Ghazālī emerged from the Khorasanian town of Tūs, held as a fief by the statesman whose shadow is cast over the whole period, Abū 'Ali Ḥasan al-Ṭūsī, known as 'Nizām al-Mulk' (d. 485/1092). As vizier to three of the greatest Seljuq sultans over a period of three decades, Nizām al-Mulk is credited with orchestrating a revival of Sunnī learning through founding the system of colleges known after him as al-madāris al-nizāmiyya, the Nizāmīyya colleges. Al-Subkī lists an ultimate total of nine of these institutions which were founded in the towns of the Seljuq empire, but Ghazālī's life is especially linked with their 'mother' college on the east bank of the river Tigris in Baghdad itself.

Like other thinkers of the time, Ghazālī boasts of intellectual precocity. The interplay of exoteric and esoteric science is already clear in his early education in Tūs, for besides laying the groundwork for his forthcoming career as a jurist through the guidance of a local Shi‘ite scholar named Ahmad al-Radhkānī, Ghazālī joined the circle of the most eminent exponent of Sufism in Tūs, Yusuf al-Nassāj. The great worth of Nassāj's mystical science to Ghazālī became speedily evident by releasing the young genius from an acute intellectual and spiritual torment for which Radhkānī's jurisprudence could have no possible answer.

The first-person account of this interlude, generally dated to his teenage years circa 468/1075, is given by Ghazālī in his late autobiographical work, al-Munqīdh min al-ḍalāl (The Deliverer
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from Error). He speaks to begin with of his loss of belief in received religious truths or dogmas (taqlidiyyah). In terms which have a remarkably modern resonance, he tells of how as a young man he was struck by the relativity of religious truth, given the diversity of faiths. He cites the famous prophetic Tradition (hadith) according to which 'Every child is born endowed with the primordial disposition (fitrat): then his parents make him Jewish, Christian, or Zoroastrian'.17 The radicalism of Ghazālī's reasoning is somewhat hidden here by his recourse to the Prophet's authority in expressing it. For implicit in the Tradition is that Islam is at one with the 'primordial disposition', that it is the original 'Adamic' faith, and other religions are superimposed on it through enculturation. But by his use of the tradition in this context, Ghazālī unmistakably brackets Islam itself with other religions, as widely upheld on the simple basis of childhood indoctrination.

If such grounds were woefully insufficient for Ghazālī to assert to taqlidiyyah, he as yet retained his faith in other channels of knowledge, namely sense data (maḥsūṣāt) and the 'necessary' truths of reason ('aghiyyah or ḍarūriyyah) such as mathematical and logical truths. However, through an unflinching quest for absolute certainty of knowledge,18 Ghazālī found that even his faith in these channels was not unshakeable. He notes that sight is the most powerful of the sense faculties, yet is clearly contradicted by reason in some cases. Shadows look unmoving, but are rationally known to be in motion insofar as cast by the sun; again, sight shows a celestial body as tiny, which geometry can demonstrate is in fact vast. In such cases sense perception is clearly found wanting by reason. But then reason itself can in turn be justly doubted according to Ghazālī. Using the metaphor of a courtroom drama for this transition to absolute skepsis, Ghazālī's condemned senses loudly complain that just as they have been judged liars by the higher faculty of reason, why should there not be found in due course an even higher faculty than reason which similarly establishes the relativity of its claims? The, as yet, unmanifest nature of that new mode of perception does not per se prove its impossibility. Moreover, the dream state indicates that the sense of absolute certitude accompanying the 'necessary truths' of reason may in fact be misplaced. For absolute conviction also accompanies the data of dreams—until, that is, the subject awakes.

The collapse of faith in reason brought on a two month period of psychological trauma which Ghazālī freely describes as an illness. For someone who was to become a pillar of the Seljuq religious establishment he is shockingly frank when he admits that at this time he remained a Muslim only verbally (bi-šukmī 'l-nuṣq wa 'l-maqāl), while inwardly he was a pure sceptic ('alā madhhab al-safaṣat).19 The severity of his condition is only grasped if the hyper-sensitivity of Ghazālī's personality is appreciated. The problem was clearly far more than a cerebral one, an intellectual conundrum.20 It was inwardly experienced as a fatal disorder, irreversible for the obvious reason that Ghazālī had lost the only obvious means of escape: his own rationality. He could therefore not simply think his way out of the abyss. In the end, his ascent from it is presented in mysterious, patently mystical terms. Ghazālī thus says that he prayed like a man at his wits' end to whatever God there might be. And a beatific answer indeed came back to him which he describes as a light which God the Exalted hurled into my chest'.21 Full confidence

---

17 Ghazālī's, al-Munqith min al-ţalāl wa 'l-mujš ilā Dhi' l-ʾizzati wa l-ţalāl, p. 11.

18 In his own words, he sought knowledge such that 'the very possibility of error and delusion (usūhu) would not be associated with it'. In more technical terms, Ghazālī's goal was apodictic, rather than problematic knowledge. Ghazālī, al-Munqith min al-ţalāl wa 'l-mujš ilā Dhi' l-ʾizzati wa l-ţalāl, p. 11.

19 Adamu tājallī ilāhīka 'l-idrākī lā yadhū atā istiḥāštuh, ibid., p. 13. The proposition seems pivotal in finally precipitating Ghazālī's absolute skepsis. Compare the dictum 'Absence of evidence is not evidence of absence'.

20 It is the psychological drama of Ghazālī's scepticism which marks it out within the surprisingly strong sceptical tradition of medieval Islam, represented for instance by Sāḥib ibn 'Abd al-Quddāsī's Kitāb al-Shu'ūk. See Joseph van Ess, 'Skepticism in Islamic Religious Thought', in Al-Ahīāt 21 (1968), pp. 1–18.
in the channels of knowledge and equilibrium was thereby restored.

This mysterious resolution is considerably clarified if Ghazâli's crisis is co-ordinated with the famous bout of scepticism undergone over five hundred years later by the French philosopher René Descartes (d. 1650). As presented in his Meditationes de Prima Philosophia, Descartes' rather academic exercise (significantly perhaps, dedicated to the doctors of the Sorbonne) lacks the terrible immediacy and fearsome psychological impact of Ghazâli's crisis, though Descartes does once liken the experience to falling into a deep whirlpool. But in other respects Ghazâli's experience of safsâta and Descartes' 'hyperbolic doubt' are similar enough for scholars to have sought some definite historical influence—so far, arguably in vain.

Thus many of the sceptical moves of the two thinkers are the same, including initially setting aside parental beliefs, proposing mathematical truth as a standard of certainty, the destructive parallel of the dream state, and of course the final dismissal of reason's reliability itself. While much is generally made of Descartes' way of assenting at least to his own existence (on the basis of the Cartesian cogito, 'I think therefore I am'), the main key to Descartes' resolution of his doubt is in fact the reinstatement of belief in God. For as he argues in the Fourth Meditation, an omnipotent and omnibenevolent being would not involve him in an absolute deception. But otherwise, if God exists, the faculty of judgement is supplied with an ultimate guarantee. This then is surely also the consideration ellipted by Ghazâli in his mystifying account of the resolution of his crisis. If only his faith in God could be rediscovered, he would represent the ultimate guarantor for all those ways of knowing which had fallen to his total skepsis. Descartes for his part dedicates the whole Third Meditation to developing ingenious arguments for God's existence, and these arguments are broadly ontological in complexion (i.e. purely a priori and concept-based) for the obvious reason that Descartes, like Ghazâli, had lost confidence in the external world shown by the senses, which might have formed alternative grounds for concluding God's existence.

But it has been pointed out that merely relinquishing these extra-mental grounds for restoring his faith in God is not enough for Descartes. To recall, Descartes, just like Ghazâli, had fallen into doubt about reason itself. Yet here he is, ingeniously using reason to retrieve his theism—an impasse which remains one of the most notorious and intractable problems in Descartes' philosophy, under the heading of the 'Cartesian circle'. Ghazâli's genius lies in wholly escaping this vicious circularity. For Ghazâli's primary evidence for God is not per se rational at all, but a supposedly immediate, supra-rational encounter with Him born of prayer. It is certainly historically significant that while the main harbinger of modern thought could never honestly escape the vortex of his scepticism due to his self-imposed confinement by rationality, the figurehead of traditional Islam instead grounds his own, in practice, remarkably developed rationality (and by extension that of his whole civilization) in an ultimately mystical perception of God, best known under its Sufi name, as dhâwq ('direct tasting', 'personal experience').

While a mystical experience saved Ghazâli's faith and sanity at this crucial point, formal Sufism as yet vied with other disciplines for his attention. He was earmarked for the career of a high-flying religious scholar and made his way to the

---

\[A\]'I recognize that it is impossible that God should ever deceive me...\]

Descartes, Meditations, p. 37.

---

\[B\]The exceptionality of such perception goes against comparing it with the Augustinian theory of 'divine illumination', later championed in medieval Europe by the Franciscans in the 13th century—a cognitive theory proposing divine intervention in even the most routine activity of the intellect. See R. Pasnau, 'Henry of Ghent and the Twilight of Divine Illumination'. Ghazâli's concept instead closely corresponds with the experience of divine 'effulgence' (eklampsis) explored in the mystical theology of the Eastern Church, and especially Gregory Palamas (d. 1359).
greatest intellectual centre of eastern Islam, Nishāpūr, where he studied with the eminent Ash'arī theologian Abū l-Maʿālī ʿAbd al-Malik ibn Muḥammad al-Juwaynī (d. 478/1085), known as Imam al-Harawayn. While a student in Nishāpūr, ḇaẓāli also attended the circle of the important contemporary Sufi Abū ʿAli al-Farmadhī, a direct disciple of the most eminent name of Sufi thought in the early Seljuq period, Abū l-Qāsim al-Qushayrī (d. 465/1072). With their distinctive concern for Ash'arī orthodoxy, ḇaẓāli and Qushayrī are routinely associated as epitomic Seljuq period Sufi thinkers and their historical linkage through the figure of Farmadhī is correspondingly noteworthy.

A turning point was reached in 484/1091 when ḇaẓāli visited the military camp (muʿāṣar) of Nizām al-Mulk. He had already made a name for himself as an expert scholar and debater and found great favour with the venerable statesman. According to his earliest biographer, Abū al-Ḡāfūr al-Fārsī, ḇaẓāli was given in succession the pre-eminent rank of ʿImām of Khorāsān and ʿImām of Iraq, and was quickly sent by Nizām al-Mulk to take over as the head of his Nizāmīyya college in Baghdad.22 While in the caliphal capital, ḇaẓāli (still in his early thirties) plunged into a heavy routine of lecturing and writing. From this period date the works which established his name as the paragon and greatest spokesman of Sunni orthodoxy, notably his monumental attack on Ibn Ṣinā's philosophical theology, Tahāfut al-falāṣifa. His refutation of ḳarīlīsm should also be mentioned, Fadʾālīh al-Bāṭinīyya. The latter was commissioned by the ʿABBĀSīd Caliph himself, al-Mustazhir bi-ʾLāh (reg 478/1094–512/1118),23 doubtless in the wake of the assassination in 485/1092 of Nizām al-Mulk, supposedly by a Nizāmīn Ismāʿīlī fīdāʾīn.24 Yet the hostility voiced in these works should not be taken at absolutely face value. ḇaẓāli gives a threefold categorization of his teachings in his Mīzān al-ʿamal: transmitted dogmas maintained through communal partisanship (tdʾāṣṣīh) in public contexts such as debates; teachings shared to a greater or lesser degree with disciples; and finally doctrines secretly believed to be the truth, shared only with others with the same level of understanding.25 This tripartite ranking of teachings into exoteric, discipular and esoteric ones, is critical in weighing ḇaẓāli's views.

In the overall context of this tiered approach to truth, the deepest dynamic of ḇaẓāli's thought is found to be assimilative. In the Munāẓḏī he gives prominence to the saying of ʿAli ibn Abī ʿAbd Allāh ʿAbd Allāh ibn Abī Tālib, ‘Do not recognize the truth through men, but recognize the truth and thereby recognize its partisans’.26 He is, in other words, wholly uninterested in intellectual partisanship for its own sake and his concern is always with validity and intellectual merit wherever it may be found. He thus rarely rejects a school's teachings outright. Rather, at the exoteric level he fiercely suppresses whatever in them he deems at odds with the formal norms of religio revelata, but as the esoteric level of his thought is approached (via the discipular) elements of these very doctrines are absorbed and enrich his thinking. The broad trend is thus to rescue insights from 'heretical' contexts and integrate them into a totalized Islam.

Ḡṣāli's notorious attack on Ibn Ṣinā's philosophy is a case in point. A gathering tide of scholarship has laid bare the profoundly philosophical tenor of ḇaẓāli's deeper perspective.


and higher theology, in which Ibn Sīnā’s influence is palpable. This influence was in fact noted long ago: Ibn Taymiyya (d. 1278/1328) was not alone amongst medieval critics of the ‘Proof of Islam’ in decrying his Avicennan tendency. Ibn al-Jawzī (597/1200) went so far as to impute to him some trace of Ismā’īlī ‘Bājīnī ideas. While this is obviously a bid to defame Ghazālī, it is also surprisingly the view reached by some recent scholars. Ghazālī’s assimilative bent is perhaps even clear in his counter-heretical writing itself, for he characteristically adopts the conceptual framework of the very groups he is arguing with. Thus his attack on Ibn Sīnā is essentially philosophical, and claims to criticize his unscriptural teachings on purely rational grounds. Again, his involved arguments against Ismā’īlism, while vehemently critical in tone, nevertheless adopt its central premise that ‘authoritative instruction’ (‘ulūm) is absolutely necessary.

Discontent with narrowly externalist and dogmatic considerations is above all behind the second personal crisis which engulfed Ghazālī from the beginning of 488/1095, the painful first-hand account of which is again given in the Ṭultiphīd. He speaks of how, in shouldering his busy and highly visible role in Baghdad, his level of engrossment in worldly life began to dawn on him. The best of what he did he took to be teaching subjects like jurisprudence and scholastic theology at the Niẓāmiyya, but these now struck him as being sciences ultimately ‘unimportant and useless in the pilgrimage to the Hereafter’. Above all he observed his own motives in his meteoric

career and found them profoundly egoistic and vain. A gathering awareness that divine judgement and final salvation pertained to the individual’s inner reality, not the mask of public repute and behaviour, terrified Ghazālī: ‘I became certain that I was on the brink of a crumbling bank and already on the verge of falling into hellfire.’ He suffered what would now be called a nervous breakdown, referring to a sudden incapacity to speak publicly with the clinical symptoms of aphasia and wholesale loss of appetite. The psychological collapse unfolded over a six month period and was only resolved by a total change of direction. Consoling himself with the knowledge that his family would be well supported through an efficient system of religious endowments, he left everything behind. Under the pretext of fulfilling the Greater Pilgrimage (Hajj), Ghazālī embraced the anonymous way of life of the dervish, the wandering Muslim religieux, and headed for Syria where it is said he intended to become the disciple of the great contemporary Sufi master, Naṣr al-Maqdisī. In Damascus he gave himself up (in his own words) to ‘seclusion and retreat (khalwa), spiritual exertion (riyāḍa) and struggle, devoting myself to the purification of my soul, cultivating virtues and cleansing my heart for the remembrance of God the Exalted, as I had learnt from the Sufis’ writings.

While dramatic conversion and renunciation is a topos of Sufi hagiography, speaking of Ghazālī’s second crisis as a crux in the intellectual history of medieval Islam would not be hyperbole. The crisis stands for the private discovery by the greatest intellectual mouthpiece for resurgent Sunnism under the Seljuqs, that without the dimension of spirituality, constituted in practice by Sufism, the religion remained a dead letter. Ghazālī moreover dedicated the rest of his intellectual career to putting Sufism at the centre of Islam. The main vehicle for this was his magnum opus, the ‘Revival of the Religious Sciences’ (Iływā ‘ulūm al-dīn) in which the spiritualization of the religion was discussed from every point of view. In large parts of the Sunnī world the work has retained its enormous authority and popularity till today and was even modified for a
of prophecy save the name'. He is of course cautious in maintaining the unique and foreclosed status of prophecy by immediately stating that the mystical attainments of the Sufis only correspond with the threshold, the very earliest states, of the prophets (karāmāt al-awliyā' bida'īyat al-anbiyā'). Ghazālī's careful comparison is with the Prophet Muḥammad's condition just before the beginning of the cycle of divine revelation, when he was given to deep communion with God in the cave of Hira. Yet the message remains unequivocal: Sufism provides certain privileged individuals with direct proof that prophecy is possible, and the continuing presence of such individuals in the midst of Muslim society amounts to a second-hand but invaluable on-going evidence for the faithful.

Despite the obvious boldness of this view of Sufism, Ghazālī's dedication to the moral good of the wider community and the benefit of the common believer is still to the fore here. While key texts prove Ghazālī's commitment to the highest arcana and doctrines of Sufism, his mysticism is distinctive in ultimately sub-serving the renewal of Muslim society in general and is not simply autotelic. This is in fact mirrored in his own biography in which the flight from Baghdad and his incomunicado travels proved to be only an interlude heralding the return of a transformed man to society. He thus states that after dwelling in Damascus for nearly two years and then a shorter stay in Jerusalem, he fulfilled the duty of the Greater Pilgrimage in 490/1097, only to be drawn back to the caliphal capital by the 'appeals of his children'. With this his wandering ended—though not his seclusion, which he clung to in some form (by his own testimony) till 499/1106. In the month of Dhū 'l-

---
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Twelver Shi‘ī readership in the Safavid period by Mullā Muḥsin Fayd Kāshānī (d. 1091/1680).

In the Iḥyā’, then, Ghazālī generalizes from his own trauma and seeks to revive Islam at large through its mystical dimension. The basic aim was to counter insincerity through systematically internalising the religion, and on these grounds Ghazālī makes the astonishing ruling in Ayyūbā ḫ-walad that the science of the states of the heart (‘īḥn al-qalb, a euphemism for Sufism) is an individual obligation, not just a collective one. The bid to steep the community at large in Sufi spirituality was outwardly successful beyond all expectation, largely through the pervasion of organized orders (sing. ḥanīqa, pl. ḥanīqā) in the period after the Seljuqs.

Yet his ultimate thinking in championing Sufism is even more radical than this. A close reading of the later part of the section on ‘The Ways of the Sufis’ (Ṭurq al-Śāfiyya) in the Mungidh lays bare a yet deeper stratum of thinking. It suggests that Ghazālī in part attributed his own insincerity in practising Islam to lingering uncertainty about the reality of prophethood. Heartfelt assent to religion would only come via certainty in the faculty through which religion is in the first place delivered, namely, prophecy. In other words, a crisis which prima facie sprang from a problem of religious ethics was diagnosed by Ghazālī as rooted in an even deeper issue of epistemology. Thus both of Ghazālī’s crises in fact turn out to pertain to problems of epistemology. The sheer daring of the function Ghazālī assigns to Sufism only now fully comes to light. For he states quite clearly that direct personal evidence of the reality of the prophetic faculty is actually provided through the practice of Sufism. Indeed, his assertion is that amongst Muslims only the Sufis really understand the prophetic faculty: ‘Whoever is not granted anything of [the attainments of the Sufis] by way of “tasting”, grasps nothing of the reality

---

[A]Whoever is not granted “tasting” may be certain of it through observation and listening to others, if he frequently associates with them, so that he understands that for sure by the evidences of states’ Mungidh, p. 40. It is noteworthy that Ghazālī alludes to the function of the Sufi shaykh in Ayyūbā ḫ-walad in similarly elevated terms, as the very ‘representative of God’s Messenger’ (nūrī nisṣāṭ Allāh) and as ‘a light from among the lights of the Prophet’ (nūr mín anwār al-nabī). See p. 34 and p. 36.
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Qa’da/July of that year he bowed to the orders of the Seljuq vizier, Fakhr al-Mulk (son of Nizām al-Mulk), and belatedly took up a teaching position at the Naẓāmiyya in Nishāpūr. The re-emergence of Ghazālī as a fully public figure has a primarily symbolic significance because as early as a year later, the great man made a final move to his childhood home of Tūs where he set about realizing an ambition to found a Sufi ‘monastery’ (khanqāh). Here he would die barely four years later, aged only fifty-three, leaving behind a contribution whose reverberations continue in Islamic thought till now.

His life experience, moreover, seems to enshrine a compelling message for countless people in the present day, whatever their precise religious background. Such souls perform in habit societies in which the bankruptcy of traditional religion is taken for granted, but cannot suppress their profoundly human need for transcendence. Ghazālī seems to confirm that while religion may indeed remain a closed book on the basis of a merely formalistic and dogmatic approach, it can yet be truly rediscovered in all its fullness through its spiritual and mystical dimensions.

III. CONTENT OF Ayyuhā’l-walad

That Ghazālī does not speak elsewhere of ‘Letter to a Disciple’ does not entail its inauthenticity but probably simply that it is one of his last works, written in the context of the Tūs khanqāh. If so, it acquires something of the pathos of a spiritual ‘last testament’. Ghazālī’s silence about it may also bespeak its

A Fakhr al-Mulk was assassinated at this time and it may be that Ghazālī felt himself to be released thereby from his new appointment.

B As proposed by W. M. Watt, ‘The Authenticity of the Works Attributed to al-Ghazālī’, pp. 24–25. Watt places Ayyuhā’l-walad along with al-Mujāhid min al-falāḥ and Muḥīth al-amrī in the very last phase of Ghazālī’s life. The criterion he uses is the concept and terminology of dhawq, a supra-rational mode of knowledge, notable by its absence in the Iḥyā’. In the Iḥyā’, Ghazālī is held to equate intuition with reason in a doctrine of Avicennan type. Next come ‘later dogmatic works’ which clearly come after the Iḥyā’ because originally private nature, despite its later popularity. Its personal and essentialized approach brings us face to face with Ghazālī as murshid—a master of the inner life. According to the preamble, he addresses a disciple who has asked for ‘what I need in a few pages to be with me for the rest of my life.’ The disciple only wants the absolutely indispensable and quotes the prayer of the Prophet, ‘O God, I take refuge in Thee from knowledge which is not useful!’

The hints on the mysterious addressee are confusing. Given the title, Ayyuhā’l-walad, (literally, ‘O Son!’) many have taken him to be a youth. Yet this seems at odds with the idea in the preamble that he is an advanced scholar (wāḥid min al-talabātī l-maṭāqaddīmīn) who has dedicated ‘the best part of my life’ (rayāna ‘umrī) to study and has served the master in the past. There is also an argument for the relative maturity of the disciple in his specifically inquiring about dhawqī questions, pertaining to spiritual experience. That said, the individual is probably not yet in middle age. George Hourani has argued that there is evidence for this in Ghazālī’s use of a Tradition in the text according to which someone who has reached forty without the good of the soul dominating the evil should prepare for hellfire: ‘to say this to a man over forty would be pointless and discouraging.’

The epistolary framework was routine and some have even seen the ‘dear friend’ or ‘brother in religion’ addressed in so they refer to it, but which do not yet propagate dhawq. Finally, come the works mentioned, which do explicitly promote it. Watt says that ‘there is a high probability that [Ayyuhā’l-walad] is authentic’ largely on the basis of the intrinsic compatibility of its contents with Ghazālī’s known perspective. 

B One of the manuscripts, number 4932 at the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris (dated 1069/1679), supphes the disciple with a name: ‘Abd Allāh ibn al-Haj Khālīl.

C Sabbagh, for example, translated Ayyuhā’l-walad as O Jeune Homme! Scherer gave his 1930 English translation the title ‘O Youth’, though he admitted the problems of this interpretation. See G. H. Scherer, O Youth, note 1, p. 53.
many of Ghazâli's works as a literary expedient. It is moreover clear that the preamble (up to and including the phrase wa'Lâhu a'lam, 'and God knows best') is an addition postdating the epistle itself which it introduces in a voice clearly other than Ghazâli's. How firm a basis for contextualization is this information from some later editor? References in the body of the epistle suspiciously speak of an extended list of questions^ rather than the single question which is actually found in the preamble. At any rate, completely suspending judgement on the historicity of the exchange, it is noticeable that the addressee strikingly resembles Ghazâli himself at a certain age. The text assumes someone given over to disciplines like Kalâm theology and jurisprudence, and even contains advice on how to preach to an audience with genuine salutary impact.\(^\text{40}\) It is hard to read Ghazâli's counsel to avoid as far as possible the urge to enter into arguments with people^ or to spurn under any circumstances the tainted benefactions of the ruling class,\(^\text{42}\) without recalling the author's own history. Whether the man existed or not, Ghazâli is in effect advising himself as he was in his early thirties—a young preacher steeped in exoteric learning, prone to vanity, and quite possibly on course for spiritual disaster.

It is this elusive autobiographical factor which gives Ayyuhâ'l-walad its galvanic force and sense of urgency. Even though it probably post-dates it by fifteen years, the epistle's message is ultimately rooted in the bitter experience of the 488/1095 collapse. The text epitomizes Ghazâli's spiritual ethics which were moulded in the furnace of that personal psychological ordeal. This distinctive spirituality, born of crisis as it was, has powerful relevance for the modern reader. In parts, an almost existential sense of life's transience is expressed in the epistle (e.g. 'Live as long as you want, but you must die, love whatever you want, but you will be separated from it...').\(^\text{43}\) Early in the text the individual who remains inert in the face of the human predicament is compared to someone who is being charged by an angry lion but takes no action.\(^\text{44}\) The answer for Ghazâli lies in embracing a spiritual praxis while there is opportunity, the Sufi conversio (tawha) producing a total re-orientation in outlook and lifestyle which transfigures one's existence in this world and conduces to salvation in the next. Ghazâli prescribes this radical therapy with a powerful guarantee, vouching for it on empirical grounds and swearing in God's name to its efficacy on the basis of his own experience: 'O disciple—by God (bi-'Lâhî), if you travel [i.e., exert yourself in the spiritual life] you will see marvels at every stage!'\(^\text{45}\) Using imagery which remains potent despite familiarity, Ghazâli quotes a Persian couplet to the effect that if you really want 'obliteration' (shiddāt), literally translated) it is no good just looking at the wine.\(^\text{46}\) The stress on transformative spiritual action and the promise of actual experience of transcendental reality is as exciting and motivational now as it must have been a millennium ago.

In historical context, Ayyuhâ'l-walad presents the salient concepts of Sufi ethics for the specific benefit of a contemporary scholar-preacher—a younger member of the religious class ('ulamâ') on whose high-minded integrity depended the overall spiritual vitality of Islam. In its own way the epistle is thus at the 'cutting edge' of Ghazâli's life project of vitalizing Islam through Sufi spirituality. It is clear that a principal objective of the book is to uproot covert worldliness in the Muslim clergy. For example, at one point Ghazâli asks 'I do not know what the motive was in (learning)—if it was winning the goods of the world, the allure of its vanities, getting its honours, and vainglory to the debit of your associates and peers, woe to you and woe again!'\(^\text{47}\) Ghazâli has violent contempt—born of personal acquaintance—for any spokesman for religion who hypocritically fails to implement its real message in his own inner life, and he quotes the prophetic Tradition, 'The man most severely punished on the Day of Resurrection is a scholar whom God did not benefit by his knowledge.'\(^\text{48}\) The learned were confronted at the time by a doctrine which seemed

^Notably: '...As for the rest of your questions, some are covered in my works, so look for them there. And putting others in writing is an offence'. See p. 40.
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An urgent summons to God-fearing self-exertion consistent with *metanoia* predominates in the epistle, 'let yourself not feel safe from being removed from the corner of your home to the chasm of hellfire.' This sober ethos, together with Ghazālī's typical insistence on basic conformity with the Holy Law (Shariʿa), has been mistaken by some scholars to betoken a critical stance on Sufism. For example, G. H. Scherer said in the introduction to Sabbāgh's French translation, 'Dans Ayyuhā 'l-Walad il condamne les Soufs pour les excès où ils se laissent entraîner, les caprices de leurs "paroles extatiques" et leurs "cris violents"... .' This obviously refers to Ghazālī's statement 'And you must not be deceived (taghtara) by the ecstatic expressions (*shath* = 'theopathic utterance') and outbursts of the Sufis.' But while this may be an attack on the Sufi genre of *shathiyāt* it cannot be a general condemnation of Sufis, as Scherer makes out, because Ghazālī goes on immediately to give a positive definition of their way, '... travel (*sulāk*) on this path should be by way of self-exertion... ' A critical view of the genre of *shathiyāt* would be firmly in the sober 'Junaydī' tradition within Sufism. In fact, though Ghazālī does elsewhere look askance on *soi-disant* ecstatics (in terms close to those he employs in this very statement) in his *Mishkāt al-anwār*, he carefully justifies theopathic utterances on the basis of the perspective later known as 'the unity of witnessing' (*waḥdat al-shuhūd*), essentially a doctrine of 'subjective theonism.' Since his ultimate attitude to *shathiyāt* is not one of pure dismissal, the verb *igtarra* which he uses here surely means 'he deceived' in the sense of being dazzled rather than simply being taken in by a falsehood. Ghazālī is warning against presumptuous identification with the ecstatic aspect of the tradition and misappropriating it to excuse laxity, rather than condemning it *per se*. Sabbāgh's translation of a quotation from Dhū' l-Nūn al-Misrī in the epistle is objectionable on like grounds. For the sentence in *qadara* 'alā hadhī ḥaṭi fa-ta'alā wa-illā fa-lā tashtaghī fil bi-turrahāt 'l-Šuyūhya Sabbāgh translates 'Si tu peux donner ta vie, viens à moi; sinon ne t'occupes pas des futilités du Soufisme.' Rendering turrahāt al-Šuyūhya as 'futilités du Soufisme' makes Dhū l-Nūn—one of the greatest Sufis of all time—an apparent critic of Sufism. 'Turrahāt is better translated here as 'travesties', so that the statement amounts to a condemnation of the appropriation of Sufism by the unworthy, not a condemnation of Sufism *per se*.

In reality Ayyuhā 'l-walad is fundamentally Sufi. This is clear for example in its citation of known mystical authorities, its insistence on the master-disciple framework and discussion of its proprieties (adab), the technical terminology of spiritual journeying (*sulāk*), mystical states (*dhawaq*), direct experience (*haqiqat*), its anti-formalism and quietism, and its insistence that any non-theocentric motivation whatsoever is futile. In passing, reference is made to gnosis, '... unless you kill the ego with sincere exertion your heart will not be animated by the lights of gnosis (anwār al-ma`rifā).* The central importance of such a formulation might easily be missed. It is in reality of asymmetric value in correctly gauging the overall purgative accent of the epistle and of Ghazālī's spiritual ethics in general. The call to give the ego death, thereby to give the heart life through gnosis, is a profound key to Ghazālī's spirituality, encountered regularly in his works in different forms. It shows that it is simply false that the gnostic vertex of Ghazālī's worldview bears no relation to its ethical base, as if bracketed off in a purely separate sphere of understanding. On the contrary, the epiphany of God in the heart of the mystic is directly proportional to

*E.g. The objective of [the Sufī] sciences is amputating the obstructions of the ego (*taghtara al-nafs*), and transcending its blameworthy characteristics and bad attributes, to attain thereby the voiding of the heart from other than God and the beautification of it with the recollection of God (*dhikr Allāh*). Ghazālī, *Manqīd*, p. 35.
the latter's suppression of the 'idolatry' of ego-consciousness and the veil of quotidian existence, as the Gospel confirms, '... strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life, and few there be that find it. 58 From the higher Ghazalian point of view the purgative and unitive ways are as seamlessly related as the two halves of the Islamic testimony of faith 'no god but God' (la ilaha illa 'Lāh)—the purgative corresponding with the negation (nafa), 'no god', and the unitive corresponding with the affirmation (ithbā), 'but God'. Thus despite Ghazālī's tiered hermeneutic, his spirituality has powerful unity. There is (so to speak) gnosis in his askēsis, though this is generally kept in the background. The purgative atmosphere of Ayyuha 'l-walad must ultimately be contextualized along these lines.

The epistle's style fits Ghazālī's aim of impressing the basics of the Sufi ethos on a wider audience. It is significant that throughout, he couches what he says in terms of an authoritative tradition, presenting himself mainly as a quoter and transmitter. His very opening gambit is indeed that all advice worthy of the name should primarily derive from the Qur'ān and the Prophet. 59 Much teaching is given in listed form. Notwithstanding the unmistakable autobiographical backdrop (as already mentioned), his propagation of spiritual values in the epistle is the more effective for being couched impersonally in this way. Ghazālī's message is also greatly aided by his aptitude as a wordsmith. There is, for example, his typical use of rhyming prose (sa'f) at climactic moments or in hammering home an idea. The ingenuity in the details of such formulations is easily missed and hard to render, as the following may show. 'Knowledge without action is madness and action without knowledge is void' renders al-'ilmu bi-lā 'amalin junūn wa 'l-'amilu bi-ghayri 'ilmīn lā yakūn. 60 It would be artificial to try to capture in English the totality of the effect of such an expression. Aside from the rhyme here, there is paronomasia, with the metathetic interplay of lām and mīm in 'ilm and 'amil, and there is additionally an elegant chiasmus in how these words are arranged between the two halves of the formulation ('ilm, 'amil: 'amal, 'ilm). Almost inevitably, from all of this only chiasmus survives in the English.

Against such an example, the epistle never gives the impression of being studiedly rhetorical and Ghazālī in fact strongly advises against wordiness in his guidelines for preaching towards the end of the text. In a brilliant image, he likens the situation to someone who delivers a ventose speech to people whose home is about to be swept away in a flood. 61 Tropes like this abound whose force lies in their simple urgency—such as the already mentioned charging lion. Later Ghazālī familiarly equates spiritual problems with physical sickness and the religious authority's role with the doctor's. 62 At another point the mushīd's task is compared to the farmer's, weeding his crop to perfect his harvest. 63 The agricultural metaphor recurs when envy's impact on the aspirant is likened to that of fire on a harvest—ripping through all that has been carefully grown and turning it to charred debris. 64 If the power of such imagery is commensurate with its earthiness, not all the symbols are of this homely sort. Ghazālī in passing transmits (from Abū Bakr al-Ṣiddīq) the potently evocative metaphor of the righteous soul as a bird of Paradise—though now caged, in time to come this bird will roost on the highest towers in the Garden of God. 65 There is wry humour too, as in the reference to the impotent man who absurdly believes that he can understand sexual ecstasy without experiencing it (his friend replies: 'now I know you are impotent and stupid'). 66 But this is not just a joke. Sexual experience has always been taken as a close analogue of spiritual experience and the comparison captures well the absolute inequality of verbal allusion and first-hand knowledge.

The epistle at first seems unstructured, with the 'free association' of ideas proper to a one to one discussion. But rationale in the structure is borne out by closer analysis. Firstly, according to the data of the preamble, Ghazālī's most essential spiritual advice is sought. Then the whole first half or so of the epistle is his main response to this: the key to salvation in his view is to take action. At the beginning Ghazālī shows
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that he especially has in mind members of the learned class who take lazy pride in their knowledge of exoteric science (in due course such disciplines as theology, rhetoric, and grammar are even derided as leading to 'wasting your life in opposition to the Lord of Majesty'). The summons to act is naturally initially expressed in the unchallengeable form of a prophetic Tradition, and slightly later through a series of proof texts from the Qur'an. In the meantime it is also dramatically highlighted by the reported vision of the great Sufi al-Junayd al-Qawārî. Having died, Junayd sends word that only secret prayers done by him while others slept carried weight beyond the grave—the ample mystical theorizing for which he was responsible was 'wide of the mark'. The broader message of the need for action shows that Ghazālī simply means hereby to laud Junayd's practice over his speculation, but it is also implied that, of all his religious practices these nightly prayers alone had real spiritual impact. In Ghazālī's mouth this cannot really be an antinomian invitation to neglect the Holy Law, but it is anti-formalist—the point being that only actions done with concentration and genuine feeling are of account with God. Ghazālī shows no interest in emptily rehearsing rituals as ends in themselves.

The call to earnest action leads directly to a vexing theological question which Ghazālī must get out of the way: what is the exact relationship between works, faith and divine grace? Despite the basically hortatory intent of Ayyuha 'l-walad, subtle doctrinal issues are touched on at this juncture. Mu'tazilism seemingly fits Ghazālī's message of the centrality of action perfectly, with its explicit insistence on attributing salvation to works, which are in turn rooted in the person's objective freedom in acting. But despite his emphasis, Ghazālī here salvages an impeccably Ash'arī doctrine of sola gratia: no-one is actually saved by their deeds as such and he confirms that "...the worshipper attains Paradise by the bounty and grace of God (bi-faḍla 'Lâhi wa-karâmihi)." The antinomy that the believer must act but that salvation is through divine grace is superbly captured in the tradition of 'Alī ibn Abī Ṭalīb, quoted here by Ghazālī: 'Whoso believes he will attain his goal without effort is a wishful thinker. And whoso believes he will reach his goal by the expending of effort is presumptuous.'

Part of the solution is that virtuous acts are understood by Ghazālī to predispose the soul to receive God's grace, on the authority of Qur'an 7:56: 'The Mercy of God is near to those who do good.' They thus direct the outcome without dictating it. Good acts themselves are anyway technically subordinate to faith. While subordinate, their great significance lies in expressing it and concretizing it. Such is their importance that faith is given an official definition here by Ghazālī which includes righteous acts: faith is not just verbal declaration and intellectual assent (the first 'pillar' of Islam), but it is additionally action in accordance with the remaining pillars. Put otherwise: beyond the point of conversio, its genuineness is only known from the believer's subsequent good acts which amount to a kind of conversio continua. Thus, after granting faith's predominant role over acts in the individual's getting to Paradise, Ghazālī pointedly asks '...but where will he get [to Paradise]? How many difficult obstacles must he overcome before arriving?'

Beyond either faith or works, however, the crowning element in this view of salvation remains divine grace. For instance in a tradition cited from al-Ḥasan al- Başrī, God is confirmed as greeting the saved with the words '...enter the Garden by My Mercy'. It is not just that grace bears prime responsibility in that God is free to admit or refuse salvation to any soul whatsoever. Ash'arī necessitarianism dictates that the very presence of faith in the soul was itself the result of prevenient grace. In sum: works are indeed indispensable, not in their own right, but as a decisive expression of faith; this then will predispose the soul to become a recipient of the divine grace of salvation; and anyway, prevenient grace was the real origin of the soul's faith and righteous works. Ultimately, God's omnipotence requires that the process of salvation is a circle which begins and ends with the inscrutable mystery of pure grace.
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In the above, Ghazali gives his call to action a theological context. He next transits from generality to specificity and recommends a particular kind of righteous action above others, namely, vigil. As usual, this is done through a variety of proof texts, from prophetic Traditions at the top of the scale of authority, to poetry at the bottom. Next, still on the level of specificity, legal considerations are introduced into the discussion. A vital pre-condition for effective spiritual action is that it must always conform to the revealed Law. Seemingly righteous activity can be wrong if individualistic and at odds with the Shafi‘a. To make his point, Ghazali picks out stark examples, one of which is fasting on days in the year when this is in fact forbidden.

With the statement in which Ghazali speaks of gnosis as depending on killing ego consciousness, a pivot is reached in the text which more or less marks the conclusion of the discussion of action per se. The passage in question dramatically moves to a more esoteric viewpoint (though it significantly begins with a grave warning against the antinomian misuse of shafa‘iyyah). As before, Ghazali still derides idle theorising and promotes action, but the reason now given is that certain things are only known through direct tasting (dhawaq). The only way to communicate these ineffable experiences is to invite the other person to act in the same manner and find out for himself. Thus at the close of his discourse on action Ghazali has shifted from the consideration of posthumous salvation to the more esoteric one of immanent experience—a clear glimpse, before he moves on, of a vista of altogether higher reaches in his perspective.

The pages which follow are overtly Sufi in complexion. To begin with, there are two stories from the mystics Shiblī and Ḥātim al-Aşānim respectively. The latter is said to have gained from his master Shaqiq al-Balkhi eight lessons from thirty years of discipleship under him. There follows a list—one of a number characterizing the later part of the epistle. The first four items broadly pertain to the ascetic and otherworldly cultivation of the soul, while the last four mostly pertain to absolute reliance on God. Next, the relationship of spiritual preceptor and disciple is explored. In this, the practical norms of institutional Sufism are unequivocally approved by Ghazali. The master's function and his appointment of deputies is carefully compared to the Prophet's function as God-sent guide for the Muslim collectivity, and his appointment of deputies. The aim here is implicitly to refute any allegation of religious innovation (bid'ah). The marks of a person truly eligible to guide in this way, are listed under five headings. The third involves further acknowledgement of the norms of institutional Sufism by Ghazali: a pre-condition for mastership is that the individual is part of an initiatic chain (silsilah) returning to the Prophet. Outward and inward veneration of such a guide is enjoined, with specified etiquettes. The definition of Sufism which is next given is simple but highly exacting: correctness of attitude towards God and excellent behaviour with other human beings. The latter is defined as perfecting mildness (hilāl) in interacting with them, and quashing the urge for self-assertion.

Ghazali by now is going through a list of definitions which have evidently been asked for earlier by the disciple. Definition of technical terms (istilkhāt) is of course a much used didactic medium in the history of Islamic mysticism. Ghazali has just defined Sufism and he moves on now to definitions of servanthood (‘ubūdiyyah), reliance on God (tawākīl), and sincerity (ikhlās). His definition of the latter is particularly noteworthy as a clear instance of the intrusion of Ash‘arism in Ghazali's Sufi discourse in the epistle. He suggests as a perfect cure for insincerity or eyeservice (riyā) that one should keep in mind that human beings are nothing but inanimate objects (jamādāt), absolutely under God's power. A powerful necessitarianism in fact informs the whole of the epistle.

The epistle's last phase involves a final eightfold list of items of heartfelt advice from the master. Firstly, Ghazali counsels against arguing. An element of pessimism and quietism colours what he says here, perhaps produced by long experience. Only in one case should one bother to correct ignorance—
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that of someone wholly without envy and overestimation of himself, and fundamentally intelligent. But the other three cases of ignorance generally encountered, are hopelessly incurable according to Ghazâlî: ignorance involving envy, ignorance involving underestimation of others, and ignorance involving unintelligence. Then as his second item of parting advice, Ghazâlî warns about operating as a preacher. So pernicious is the influence of bad preaching that he advocates forcibly removing the person guilty of it as part of the duty of ‘commanding the good and forbidding the evil.’ The effective preacher must sincerely ‘practice what he preaches’ and avoid florid and rhetorical verbal displays. There is a glimpse of Ghazâlî’s first hand knowledge of the spiritual psychology of the masses when he recommends that acquisitive and appetitive instincts should be capitalized on by the skilful preacher, and turned to higher use so that ‘acquisitiveness (hîr) and an appetite (nâkhâ) for obedience and for repentance from disobedience, will appear.’

The third and fourth items of advice are linked: to avoid politics and royal courts, and to reject the gifts and emollients of the rulers. This purism was not just to preserve the aspirant’s probity, but was surely tied in with Ghazâlî’s bigger agenda of vitalizing Islam through Sufism. Sufism must stay isolated from the compromising influence of royal and governmental funding which would erode the independent ideals central to its function of spiritual regeneration within society. While the first four items of advice have covered things to be spurned, what follows are things to be positively accomplished: envisage what would delight you in a servant and behave accordingly with God; the message familiar from the Gospels, ‘whosoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them’ (Matthew 7:12). Next, to imagine you will only live for another week to get a real perspective on what merits your attention—inessential sciences like jurisprudence and scholastic theology will naturally be replaced by the practice of systematic moral introspection (mûrâqabat al-qalb), central to the Sufi path; finally, to practise pure reliance on God for your needs and never amass wealth.

As requested in the preamble, Ghazâlî finally transmits a prayer for the disciple’s regular use. The potency of this personal entreaty to God in rhyming prose lies in the way that it confronts the supplicant’s crushing sense of unworthiness and reverential fear with hope in the absoluteness of God’s mercy. Like other classic examples of powerful supplications in Islam, for example ‘Ali ibn Abi Ṭâlib’s ‘Du‘â Kumayl’, Ghazâlî’s seems to exploit the disparity between two registers of religious consciousness: on the one hand the ethical register in which the individual is fatally sinful, and on the other the incommensurable onto-theological register in which the Godhead, whose grace is entreated, is the absolute and overwhelming reality. The same point might be expressed in Rudolf Otto’s terms as a dynamic tension between the dread proper to the ‘element of awefulsiness’—a consciousness of the just anger of God (orgê theû)—and the pure ‘consciousness of creaturehood’ pertaining to the element of majestas.

IV. ARABIC TEXT OF THE EPISTLE

Bouyges, citing al-Sayyid Murtadâ, inclines to the view that Ayyubâ’ l-walad was originally a Persian work. The problem is complicated and cannot be resolved in this context. Against

A large variety of manuscripts and printed texts of Ayyubâ’ l-walad is presented and analysed by Scherer, O Youth, pp. 19–32. Scherer’s own translation was based on the manuscript he took to be the best among these, Dresden 172, which is fully reproduced in photographs in his volume.

B Ce recueil d’exhortations morales ou pieuses qui fut, dit-on, écrit d’abord en persan, et qui, traduit en arabe par un anonyme, est devenu célèbre sous le nom de Ayyubâ’ l-Walad. M. Bouyges, Essai de Chronologie des Œuvres de al-Ghazâlî, p. 60. Note that Scherer also took the epistle to have been originally Persian. Scherer, O Youth, note 29, p. 12, also p. 27. More recently Pourjavady has repeated the claim that the epistle derives from a Persian original, A Farsi. N. Pourjavady, ‘Minor Persian Works’, in Encyclopaedia Iranica, vol. x, s.v. Ghazâlî, p. 370.
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the thesis of a Persian original which may be equated with two important Persian manuscripts which are separate translations of a common Arabic source and thus that the text is originally Arabic. There is in any case the additional consideration that much in Ayyuhd 'l-walad is quoted from other works by Ghazālī which are Arabic, notably the Ihyā'.

The Arabic text presented here as the basis for the translation is derived from the edition of Toufik Sabbagh. This text has been amended slightly by Professor M.A.S. Abdel Haleem to whom warm thanks are due. I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to Juan Acevedo and especially to Fatima Azzam.
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אלהי، أبادي
I
n the name of God, the Infinitely Good, the Merciful. Praise belongs to God, the Lord of the worlds, and the "outcome belongs to the God-conscious,"¹ and blessings and peace be upon His Prophet Muhammad, and all his family.

Know that one of the advanced students devoted himself to the service of the master, the Imām, the Ornament of Religion and Proof of Islam, Abū Ḥāmid ibn Muḥammad al-Ghazālī (may God sanctify his spirit) and occupied himself with the acquisition and study of knowledge under him, until he mastered the details of the sciences and filled out the good qualities of the soul. Then one day he considered his situation, and it occurred to him, 'I have studied various kinds of science, and I have spent my life learning and mastering them. I now ought to find out which kind will be of use to me on the morrow, to keep me company in my grave, and those which are not of use to me, so that I may give them up. As God's Messenger (God bless him and give him peace) said, 'O God, I take refuge in Thee from knowledge which is not useful!'²

This thought persisted to the point that he wrote to the honourable master, the Proof of Islam, Muḥammad al-Ghazālī (may God the Exalted be merciful to him), seeking a ruling, asking questions, and requesting both advice and a prayer, 'Even though the works of the master such as The Revival of the Religious Sciences (Iḥyā' ʻulūm al-dīn) and others contain the answers to my questions, what I want is for the master to write down what I need in a few pages to be with me for the rest of my life, and I will act in accordance with what is in them during my term, if God the Exalted wills.' So the master wrote him this message in reply, and God knows best.

¹ ibn Khaldūn...
² al-Qāsimī...

AYYUḤA 'L-WALAD

Ayyuḥā 'l-walad.
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Know O beloved and precious disciple—may God prolong your days in obedience to Him and travel with you on the path of those He loves—that public advice should be quoted from the goldmine of messengerhood [the Prophet]. If you have received advice from him, what need do you have of my advice? And if you have not received it, then tell me what you have achieved in these years gone-by!

O disciple, included in what God’s Messenger (God bless him and give him peace) advised his community, is his statement, ‘An indication of the withdrawal of God the Exalted from the worshipper is his busying himself with what does not concern him, and if an hour of a man’s life slips by in other than that for which he was created in the way of worship, then it is proper that his affliction be protracted. Whoever passes forty without his virtue overpowering his vice, let him get ready for hellfire!’ This advice contains enough for people of knowledge.
O disciple, advice is easy—what is difficult is accepting it, for it is bitter in taste to those who pursue vain pleasures, since forbidden things are dear to their hearts. [This is] particularly so for whoever is the student of conventional knowledge, who is occupied with gratifying his ego and with worldly exploits, for he supposes that his knowledge alone will be his salvation and that his deliverance is in it, and that he can do without deeds—and this is the conviction of the philosophers.\(^\text{A}\) Glory be to God Almighty! This conceited fool does not know that when he acquires knowledge, if he does not act on the strength of it, the evidence against him will become decisive, as the Messenger of God (God bless him and give him peace) said, 'The man most severely punished on the Day of Resurrection is a scholar whom God did not benefit by his knowledge.'\(^6\)

It is reported that al-Junayd (may God sanctify his heart) was seen in sleep after he had died, and was asked, 'What is the news Abū 'l-Qāsim?' He said, 'Those expressions were wide of the mark, and those counsels came to nothing. Nothing was of benefit to me except some small prayers I made in the middle of the night.'\(^5\)

---

\(^{A}\)This statement shows that in this section Ghazālī is not just generally attacking the self-satisfaction of the learned, but a definite doctrine of the philosophers; evidently the Neoplatonic teaching that posthumous salvation is attained through the development of the individual’s intellectual potentialities while on earth, ultimately producing 'contact' (ittisāl) with the active intellect. This was held for example by Avicenna (d. 428 AH/1037 CE). The doctrine has been described as follows, 'The soul enjoying supreme eudaimonia (sa’āda) is the one that achieves a perfect disposition for intellectual thought in the present life.' (H. A. Davidson, Alfarabi, Avicenna, and Averroes, on Intellect, OUP, 1992, p. 109). Avicenna, like Fānūsī, allegorizes hellfire along the same lines. Since the active intellect is the locus of eudaimonia, the souls of those who in life have been fixated with their bodies experience great pain after death.
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O disciple, be neither destitute of good deeds nor devoid of spiritual states, for you can be sure that mere knowledge will not help. It is as though a man in the desert had ten Indian swords and other weapons besides—the man being brave and a warrior—and a huge, terrifying lion attacked him. What is your opinion? Will the weapons repel this danger of his from him without their being used and being wielded? It is obvious they will not repel it unless drawn and wielded!

Likewise, if a man studied a hundred thousand intellectual issues and understood them, but did not act on the strength of them, they would not be of use to him except by taking action. Or it is as though a man had a temperature and jaundice, which is treated by oxymel and barley infusion—no recovery will take place except by using them.

Though thou pour two thousand measures of wine,
Unless thou drink, no oblivion is thine!

Even if you studied for a hundred years and collected a thousand books, you would not be eligible for the mercy of God the Exalted except through action. [As God says,] 'Man does not receive other than that for which he strives;' 6 "So let him who hopes for the meeting with his Lord act righteously;" 7 "...a reward for what they used to earn;" 8 "Verily, those who believe and do righteous deeds will have gardens of Paradise, to dwell in forever, whence they will not seek change;" 9
Descendants have replaced them who neglected prayer and followed passions. They shall come to perdition—except for whoever repents and believes, and acts righteously, for these will enter the Garden and not be harmed at all.10

What say you regarding this Tradition (hadith), "Islam is based on five things: testimony that there is no god but God, and that Muhammad is the Messenger of God; keeping-up the formal prayer; paying alms; the fast of Ramadán; and pilgrimage to the House for whoever is capable of the journey"?11

Faith is verbal declaration, consent by the heart, and action in accordance with the [five] pillars—and the evidence of deeds is incalculable, even though the worshipper attains Paradise by the bounty and grace of God the Exalted. Nevertheless [this is] consequent to his being predisposed through obedience to Him and worship of Him, since 'The Mercy of God is near to those who do good.'12

If moreover it is said, 'He gets there by faith alone', we reply: Yes, but when will he get there? How many difficult obstacles must he overcome before arriving? And the first of these obstacles is that of faith [itself] and will he be safe from the denial of faith or not, and when he arrives, will he be unsuccessful and destitute? Al-Hasan al-Baṣrī said, 'God the Exalted will say to His worshippers on the Day of Resurrection, "O worshippers of Mine, enter the Garden by My mercy and divide it between you according to your deeds."'13

Deeds indicate faith and are part of it: an aspect of what constitutes faith is 'action in accordance with the pillars' ('amal bi l-arkān). Such time as elapses between the incidence of a faith worthy of the name, and death, must be filled with actions consistent with faith.
O disciple, insofar as you do not act, you will not find recompense. It is related that a man from the tribe of Israel worshipped God the Exalted for seventy years. Thus God the Exalted wished to show him to the angels, so He sent an angel to him to inform him that in spite of this worship, entering the Garden was not fitting for him. When he heard this the worshipper replied, 'We are created for worship and it is incumbent on us to worship Him!' When the angel went back he said, 'My God, you know best what he said.' God the Exalted replied, 'Since he did not turn away from worshipping Us, We will not turn away from him with [Our] grace! Witness O angels of Mine, that I have forgiven Him.'

God's Messenger (God bless him and give him peace) said, 'Call yourselves to account before you are called to account, and weigh up your deeds before they are weighed for you.' And 'Ali (may God be pleased with him) said, 'Whoso believes that he will attain his goal without effort is a wishful thinker. And whoso believes he will reach his goal by the expending of effort is presumptuous.' Al-Hasan (may God the Exalted be merciful to him) said, 'Seeking the Garden without action is a sin,' and he said, 'An indication of the true state of affairs is to give up paying attention to action, not to give up action.' And the Messenger of God (God bless him and give him peace) said, 'The astute man is one who passes judgement on himself and works for what is after death, and the fool is one who pursues vain pleasures and counts on God the Exalted to realize his wishes.'

God's forgiveness in this case—evidently that of a fundamentally saintly soul—presumably pertains to his inadvertent and minor sins.
O disciple, how many nights have you spent rehearsing your learning, reading books, and depriving yourself of sleep? I do not know what the motive was in this—if it was winning the goods of the world, the allure of its vanities, getting its honours, and vainglory to the debit of your associates and peers, woe to you and woe again! But if your objective in it was the revival of the Prophet's Law (God bless him and give him peace), the cultivation of your character and breaking the 'soul that inciteth to evil,' blessing upon you and blessing again! He has told the truth who spoke the verse:

Sleeplessness of the eye but for Thy sake is vain,
Their crying but for Thy loss inane.

O disciple: 'Live as long as you want, but you must die; love whatever you want, but you will become separated from it; and do what you want, but you will be repaid for it!'

O disciple, what result have you had from studying the science of scholastic theology (kalām), rhetoric, medicine, collections of poems, astronomy, metrics, grammar and inflections, other than wasting your life in opposition to the Lord?
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of Majesty? I have seen in the Gospel of Jesus (upon him be blessings and peace), "From the moment the dead man is put on the bier till he is put at the graveside, God in His Majesty will ask him forty questions. The first of them is, "Worshipper of Mine, for years you purified yourself in view of men and not for one hour did you purify yourself in view of Me." And every day He looks into your heart. He says, "What is this you are doing for others than Myself, when it is My goodness with which you are surrounded? But as for you, you are deaf and heedless!"

O disciple, knowledge without action is madness and action without knowledge is void. Know that the knowledge which does not remove you from sins today and does not convert you to obedience, will not remove you tomorrow from hellfire. If you do not act according to your knowledge today, and you do not make amends for days gone-by, you will say tomorrow on the Day of Resurrection, "Send us back and we will act virtuously!" And it will be replied, 'Fool! You have just come from there!'

O disciple, get zeal in respect of the spirit, subdual in respect of the ego and mortification in respect of the body, for your destination is the grave, and the people of the graves expect you at any moment to meet up with them. Beware, beware lest you meet up with them without provision!

Ayyuhā 'l-walad

إِلَيْ رَأِسَتِ فِي إِنْجِيلٍ جِبَّةٍ، عَلَى الْجَلَالِةَ وَالْكَلَّمَ، عَلَى سَاعَةٍ أَنْ يَوْضَحَ الْمَلِكُ عَلَى الْجِبَالَةِ إِلَى أَنْ يَوْضَحَ عَلَى نَفْسِ الْقَمرِ يَسُّالُ اللَّهُ بِعَظْمِهِ مِنَ أَرْضِينَ سُوَاءً. أَوْلَىٰ يَتَّقَلُّ: عَنْدَيْ طَرَطَ مَنْطَقَ عَلَى عَلَى وَمَا طَرَطَ مَنْطَقَ سَاعَةً. وَكَلْ يَوْمٌ يَنْظُرُ فِي قَلْبِ: مَا تَضَنِّعْيُ بَيْتِيُ وَأَنتُ تَخْفَفُهُ بَيْتِيُ. أَمَّا أَنتُ فَأَصْمُمُ لاَ تَضَنِّعْيُ.

أَيْتِهاُ الْوَلْدَةُ، الْعَلْمُ لَكُمْ بَلْ عَلَى جَنْوٍ، وَالْعَلْمُ لَكُمْ عَلَى جَنْوٍ لَّا يَكُونَ. وَأَلْعَمِلُ أَنْ الْعَلْمُ لَكُمْ لَّا يَتَّبِعُونَ النَّعْمَانِيَةَ وَلَّا يَحْمِلُ عَلَى الْعَطَاةَ لَكُمْ يَتَّبِعُونَ عَنْهُ حَجَمَهُ. وَإِذَا لَمْ يَتَّمَّ عَلَى الْعَلْمِ وَلَمْ يَنْتَلِخِ الْأَيَامَ إِلَى الْقَتْطَةِ يَتَّمَّ عَلَى الْقَتْطَةِ: أَقَّرِبْنَا نَفَلِي مَلِيْحَا. يَا أَعْتَشْ أَنْتُ مِنْ هَاتِكَ تْحَيْيَ.

أَيْتِهاُ الْوَلْدَةُ، إِلَّمَاتِ الْمَلَامِحِ فِي الْرُّوحِ وَالْمَزَيْجَةِ فِي الْقَالِيَاءِ وَالْمَوْتِ فِي الْمَدُنِ لَأَنْ مَلَكَتُ الْقَمرِ وَأَلْمَتِ الْمَزَيْجَةُ بِتُظُورُونَهُ فِي كُلِّ لَحْقِيَةٍ مَّنْى تَصْلِي الْقَلِيمِ. إِنَّا إِيَّاهُ أَنْ تَصْلِي الْقَلِيمِ بَلْ زَادَ.
Abū Bakr al-Ṣiddīq (may God be pleased with him) said, 'These bodies are a cage for birds or a stable for beasts.' Think about yourself— which of them are you? If you are one of the heavenly birds, when you hear the sound of the drumbeat of 'Return to your Lord' you will fly upwards till you roost on the highest towers in the Gardens, as God's Messenger (God bless him and give him peace) said, 'The throne of the Infinitely Good trembled from the death of Sa'd ibn Mu’ādh.' And God forbid if you are one of the beasts! As God the Exalted said, 'They are as cattle, nay, they are more astray.' Let yourself not feel safe from being removed from the corner of your home to the chasm of hellfire!

It is related that al-Ḥasan al-Baṣrī (may God the Exalted have mercy on him) was given a drink of cold water. So he took the cup and he fainted, and it dropped from his hand. When he came to, it was said, 'What happened, Abū Sa’īd?' He replied, 'I recalled the longing of the people of hellfire, when they will say to the people of the Garden, "Pour down water upon us—or whatever God has bestowed upon you."'

O disciple, if mere knowledge were enough for you and you did not need deeds besides it, His call 'Is there any supplicant? Is there anyone seeking forgiveness? Is there anyone repentant?' would be superfluous, and without purpose. It is related that a group of the Companions (God's good-pleasure

\[\text{LETTER TO A DISCIPLE}\]

**Ayyuhā 'l-walad**

 букв Ал-Шиддик (моги Боже, чтобы Он был нами) сказал: "Эти тела— это клетка для птиц или стойло для животных. Помедли со собой— кого из них ты являешься? Если ты один из небесных птиц, когда ты слышишь звук барабана 'Возвращение к Господу твоему', ты поднимешься вверх до высочайших башен в садах, как Посланник Аллаха (покой ему) сказал: "Трон Бесконечной Доброты трепетал от смерти Са’ида ибн Му’адд." И забой Аллаха, если ты один из животных! Как Аллах Врачующий сказал: "Они как скот, а скот, они еще более заблудены." Не ощущай себя безопасным, будучи удален от угла вашего дома и спускаясь в бездну пекла!

Известно, что Аль-Хасан ал-Башири (покой ему) получил пиво холодной воды. Так он взял стакан и упал в обморок, и стакан упал из-под его руки. Когда он пришел в себя, его спросили: "Что тебе случилось, Абу Са’ид?" Он ответил: "Я вспомнил тоску народа огненного адена, когда они скажут народу садов, "Переливайте нам воду!— или все, что Аллах положил в нашем распоряжении.""

О верном, если бы знание было достаточным для тебя и не потребовалось бы тебе делать еще что-либо, Его крик "Есть ли поклоняющийся? Есть ли ищущий прощения? Есть ли покаянный?" был бы излишним, и не имел бы цели. Записано, что группа соплеменников Аллаха (в их угоди) сказала:

---

\[\text{Газали оклеветал свой подход к цитированию такого непредвиденного Сунна, говоря, что это указывает на степень близости к Аллаху, достижимой добрым делам. Есть подтекст в тексте, что высочайшие башни в садах близки к (или равномощны в смысле) престолу Аллаха, так что Са’ид's 'roosting' делает его трепетать или потрясать.

1. Тексты из Сунна, включая Букhari, Тахфидд, 14; Таухид, 35; Дай'а, 12; Мусаффин, 168-170; Абу Даяд, Сунна, 19; Тирмидди, Салас, 168; Малик, Qur'an, 30; Ибн Ханбаль, 4.16.

---
be upon them all) mentioned 'Abd Allāh the son of 'Umar (may God be pleased with both) in the presence of the Messenger of God (God bless him and give him peace), and he said, 'What an excellent man he is. If only he would pray at night!' And he said (upon him be blessings and peace) to a man among his Companions, 'O so and so, do not sleep much at night, for a large quantity of sleep at night will leave its owner a poor man on Resurrection Day.'

O disciple, 'And part of the night keep vigil as a work of supererogation for you' is a command, 'And before daybreak they (i.e. the God-conscious) seek forgiveness' is a commendation, 'And those seeking forgiveness before daybreak' is a reminder.

He (upon him be peace) said, 'Three voices are loved by God the Exalted—the cock’s crow, the voice of him who recites the Qur’ān, and the voice of those seeking forgiveness before daybreak.' Sufyān al-Thawrī (the mercy of God the Exalted be upon him) said, 'God, Blessed and Exalted, created a wind, blowing before daybreak, carrying invocations and prayers for forgiveness to the Almighty King.' He also said, 'At the start of the night a crier calls from beneath the Throne, "Let the worshippers get up!" So they get up and they pray as God wills. Then a crier calls at midnight, "Let those who stand at length in prayer get up!" So they get up and they pray until before daybreak. And when it is before daybreak a crier calls, "Let those seeking forgiveness get up!" So they get up and seek forgiveness. And when the dawn breaks a crier calls, "Let the heedless get up!" So they get out of their beds like the dead risen from their graves.'
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O disciple, in the advice Luqman the Wise gave his son it is related that he said, 'My son, do not ever let the cock be more canny than yourself. He calls out before daybreak while you are sleeping.' He has done well who spoke the verse,

A dove moaned frailly in the dark one night
On a branch, while I was sleeping.
I have lied, by God's House! Were I a lover,
Then doves wouldn't beat me in weeping.
I claim I am mad with love, fervent with longing
For my Lord, yet I do not weep and such animals are weeping.

O disciple, the essence of knowledge is to know what obedience and worship are. Know that obedience and worship are conformity to the Lawgiver as regards commands and prohibitions, in both word and deed. That is, all that you say and do, or do not do, should be following the paradigm of the Law, such that were you to fast on the day of the 'Id feast and the Days of the Tashriq you would be a rebel. Or if you prayed in a garment unlawfully acquired, though there is the appearance of worship, you sin.

Ayyuha 'l-walad

أَيُّهَا الْوَلَدُ، رُوِىَ فِي وَصَايَةَ لُقَمَانِ السَّمِيْنِ أَنْ يَقُولَ الْجُذْبُ أَكْبَرُ مِنْكَ، فَأَنَّمَتْ بَيْنَيْكَ حَتَّى لا يَقُولَ الْجُذْبُ أَكْبَرُ مِنْكَ، يُنادِي بِالْأَحْيَانِ وَأَنْتُ نَامٌ، وَلَقَدْ أَخَذَتْ مِنْ قَالَ شَغْرًا:

أَنْفَقْتُ فِي جَنِحٍ أَلِيْلٍ خَيَامَةً
عَلَى قَبْيَةَ وَفَنَا وَأَلِيْلَ نَفَاتٌ
كَذَّبْتُ، وَبَنِيتُ اللَّهُ لَوْ كَتَبْ عَلَيْنا
لَا تَسْقَفْنِي بِالْبَيْتِ أَهْمَامَ
وَأَرْزَعْ أَلِيْلَ هَائِمٍ دُو ضَبَابَةٍ
لَيْبِي، فَلَأَبْكَيْ وَبَنِيْيُ الْهَائِمَ

أَيُّهَا الْوَلَدُ، خَلَاصُ الْبَيْلَمُ أَنْ تَقْفِ الْمَطْعَةَ وَالْمَبَادِعَ مَا هِيَ
إِنْ أَنْ الْمَطْعَةَ وَالْمَبَادِعَ مَتَانَةَ اللَّغَاءِ فِي الْأَوَامِرِ وَالْتَوَاهي
بِالْقِوَالِ وَالْبِنَائِ. يَبْنَي: كُلُّ مَا تَقَوَّلْ وَتَفْعَلْ وَتُشَرِّدُ يُكْفَنَ
بِإِقْنَادِ الْبَيْعِ، كَمَا لَكَ سَخَّرْتُكَ لَيْلَاءِ الْمَيْسَرِ تَكُونُ
عَاصِيًا، أَوْ صُعْبَيْتُ مِنْ نَوْبَ مَغِصَوبٍ، فَإِنْ كَانَتْ صُوْرَةَ عَبْدَةً
تَأْمَةً;

^The Days of the Tashriq are the three days following the festival of 'Id al-Adha at the end of the Greater Pilgrimage (Hajj).
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O disciple, it is desirable for you that your speech and action be in accord with the Law, since knowledge and action which are not modelled on the Law are error. And you must not be deceived by the ecstatic expressions and outbursts of the Sufis, since travel on this path should be by way of self-exertion, severing the ego’s appetite and killing its passions with the sword of discipline, and not by way of outbursts and useless statements.

Know that the unrestrained tongue, and the heart that is rusted over and full of negligence and greed, are a sign of misfortune, and if you do not kill the ego with sincere exertion your heart will not be animated by the lights of gnosis.

Know that the answers to some of the things about which you asked me are not brought about through writing and discussion. If you attain to that state you will know what they are, and if not—knowing them is an impossibility, in that they pertain to direct experience. The description of anything to do with direct experience is not furnished through discussion, as the sweetness of what is sweet and the bitterness of what is bitter is not known except by taste. Thus it was related that an impotent man wrote to a friend of his to tell him what the pleasure of sex was like. So he wrote back to him in reply, 'O so and so, I thought you were just impotent! Now I know that you are impotent and stupid, since this pleasure is to do with direct experience—if you attain it you know it—otherwise the description of it is not furnished through talking and writing!'
O disciple, some of your questions are of this sort, and as for those capable of being answered, we have mentioned them in the *Revival of the Sciences* and other works. We mention here excerpts from it while referring you to it. We say: the spiritual traveller needs four things. The first thing is an authentic creed which contains no innovation. The second is true contrition after which there is no going back to re-offending. The third is reconciliation with enemies, so that none of them retains a claim against you. The fourth is obtaining enough knowledge of the Shari'a for the commands of God the Exalted to be executed, then whatever of the other sciences through which there is salvation.

It is related that Shibli (may God be merciful to him) served four hundred masters and he said, 'I studied four thousand Traditions, then I chose a single Tradition out of them, and acted in accordance with it, giving up the rest, for I meditated on it and I found my deliverance and salvation in it, the knowledge of the ancients and the moderns being all included in it I contented myself with it, and it is that the Messenger of God (may God bless him and give him peace) said to one of his Companions, "Work for your terrestrial life in proportion to your stay in it, and work for your afterlife in proportion to your eternity in it! Work for God in proportion to your need for Him, and work for the Fire in proportion to your ability to endure it!"'29
O disciple, if you have knowledge of this Tradition, there is no need for much learning.

Meditate on some other quotations: Ḥātim al-ʿAṣamī was one of the companions of Shaqīq al-Bahlī (the mercy of God the Exalted be upon them both), and one day he asked him and said, 'You have kept company with me for thirty years. What have you got out of them?' He replied, 'I got eight useful lessons by way of knowledge and they are enough of it for me, for I hope for my deliverance and salvation because of them.' So Shaqīq said, 'What are they?' Ḥātim al-ʿAṣamī replied:

'The first useful lesson is that I observed mankind, and saw that everyone had an object of love and of infatuation which he loved and with which he was infatuated. Some of what was loved accompanied him up to the sickness of death and some [even] up to the graveside. Then all went back and left him solitary and alone, and not one of them entered his grave with him. So I pondered and I said: the best of what one loves is what will enter one's grave and be a friend to one in it. And I found [it to be] nothing but good deeds! So I took them as the object of my love, to be a light for me in my grave, to be a friend to me in it and not leave me all alone.

'The second useful lesson is that I saw mankind being guided by their pleasures and hurrying to what their egos desired, so I meditated on His saying (the Exalted), 'But as for
him who feared the station of his Lord, and kept the soul back from vain pleasure, the Garden is his abode.”30 I was certain that the Qur’an is genuine truth, so I hurried to what my ego was opposed to, and I set to work combating it and restraining it from its pleasures, until it was satisfied with obedience to God the Glorified and Exalted, and it gave up.

‘[The third useful lesson is that] I saw every individual in mankind exerting himself in accumulating the ephemeral things of the world, then clutching at them, laying hold on them, and I meditated on His saying (the Exalted), “What is in your possession dwindles and what is in Gods possession is eternal.”31 So I sacrificed the gains I got from the world to God the Exalted, and I distributed them among the poor so that they might become a treasure for me with God the Exalted.

‘[The fourth useful lesson is that] I saw that some of mankind believed their nobility and standing to be in the size of their nations and tribes, so they were conceited because of them. Others had the opinion that it lay in the wealth of their possessions, and the numerosness of sons, so they were proud of them. Some reckoned nobility and standing lay in forcibly acquiring the property of men, in tyrannizing them and spilling their blood. A group held that it consisted in wasting money, spending it lavishly, and squandering it. I meditated on His saying (the Exalted), “The noblest of you in the view of God is the most God-conscious of you.”32 So I chose God-consciousness, believing the Qur’an to be accurate truth, and their opinion and evaluation utterly empty falsehood.
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'[The fifth useful lesson is that] I saw some people blaming others and some slandering others, and I found that that was through envy regarding money, fame and knowledge. So I meditated on His saying (the Exalted), "We distribute their subsistence amongst them in the life of the world," and I understood that the distribution was from God the Exalted in eternity, so I did not envy anyone and I was content with the distribution of God the Exalted.

'[The sixth useful lesson is that] I saw some people acting with hostility towards others due to some motive and cause. So I meditated on His saying (the Exalted), "Verily, Satan is an enemy to you, so take him as an enemy," and I understood that enmity towards anyone but Satan was not allowed.

'[The seventh useful lesson is that] I saw everyone striving in earnest, and working intensely in quest of their food and livelihood to the point that they thereby fell into what was dubious and banned, degrading themselves and lowering their worth. So I meditated on His statement (the Exalted), "No beast is on earth without its provision depending on God," and I understood that my provision depended on God the Exalted and that He had guaranteed it. So I occupied myself with worshipping Him and severed my hope from other than Him.

'[The eighth useful lesson is that] I saw everyone relying on something created—some on the dinar and dirham, some on wealth and property, some on their business and trade, and others on some similar created thing. So I meditated on His statement (the Exalted), "And whoso relies upon God—He is his sufficiency. Verily, God brings His command to pass. God has made a portion for everything," So I relied on God, and He is my sufficiency and the most excellent trustee!"
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Shaqiq said, ‘May God the Exalted grant you success! I have examined the Torah, the Psalms, the Gospel, and the “Furqan” (i.e. the Qur’an), and I discovered that the four books revolve around these eight useful lessons. Thus whoever acts on the basis of them, acts in accordance with these four books.’

O disciple, you have understood from these two stories that you do not need extra learning. Now I will explain to you what is indispensable for the traveller on the way of truth.

Know that the traveller should have a master as a guide and instructor, to rid him of bad traits through his instruction and replace them with good ones. The significance of instruction is comparable to the work of the farmer who uproots thorn-bushes and removes weeds from the midst of the crops, so that his plants are in a proper condition, and his yield is brought to perfection.

The traveller must have a master to refine him and show him the way to God the Exalted. For God sent a messenger to His creatures in order to show the way to Him. And when he died—God bless him and give him peace—he appointed deputies in his place to show the way to God the Exalted. The criterion for the master who is fit to act as a representative of the Messenger of God (God's blessings and peace be upon him) is that he be knowledgeable. And yet not every knowledgeable man is fit for deputyship. I will explain to you some of his characteristics by way of generalization, lest everyone claim that he is a guide.
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So we say: it is someone who is averse to love of the world and love of fame; who has been the disciple of a person possessed of insight whose discipleship is part of a chain leading back to the Master of Messengers (God bless him and give him peace); who is proficient in disciplining his soul with little food, speech and sleep, and with much prayer, almsgiving, and fasting.

By his discipleship of that insightful master he has made into a way of life for himself proficiency in virtues such as patience, prayer, gratitude, reliance on God, certitude, self-composure, mildness, humility, knowledge, sincerity, modesty, fidelity, dignity, silence, deliberateness in acting, and suchlike. In consequence, he is a light among the lights of the Prophet (God bless him and give him peace), fit to be followed as an example.

However, finding the like of him is unusual—harder than red sulphur! Whoever is favoured by good fortune in finding a master such as we have mentioned, and the master accepts him, should venerate him outwardly and inwardly.

As for outward veneration—it is that he should not contend with him nor engage in argument with him over anything, even if he is aware of an error of his. He should not lay his prayer carpet down in front of him unless at the time of carrying out the formal prayer, and when he has finished he should remove it. He should not increase the number of optional prayers in his presence. He should do whatever task is commanded by the master as far as he can manage and is capable.

As for inward veneration—it is that everything he hears and receives from him externally should not be rejected by him internally, neither acts nor statements, lest he be charac...
characterized by hypocrisy. If he is unable, let him leave his company until his interior is consistent with his exterior. He should be on his guard against socializing with the wicked, so as to check the power of the demons among jinn and men in the recess of his heart, and so be rid of the taint of villainy, and at any rate he should choose poverty over wealth.

Then know that Sufism has two characteristics: correctness towards God the Exalted; and withdrawal from mankind. Whoever is correct towards God (Mighty and Majestic!), and masters his character with men, dealing with them mildly, is a Sufi. Correctness is to sacrifice the ego's pleasure to God's command (the Exalted). And excellence of character with men is not to get men to do what your ego wants, but to get your ego to do what they want, as long as they are not at odds with the Shari'a.

Next you questioned me about servanthood, and it is three things. The first of them is observing the ordinance of the Shari'a. The second of them is being satisfied with the divine decree, with predestination, and the fate allotted by God the Exalted. The third of them is rejecting the satisfaction of your ego, in seeking the satisfaction of God the Exalted.

You questioned me about reliance on God. It is that your creed about God the Exalted on what He has promised (and threatened), come to be sincerely held. I mean you should believe that what has been predestined for you will inevitably reach you, even if all that is in the world tried to divert it from you. And what is not written will not come to you, even if the whole world helped you.

\(^{A}\) Wa'ada can mean both 'promise' and 'threaten', hence al-wa'd means 'the promise' and al-wa'id 'the threat'.

\(^{A}\)
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You questioned me about sincerity. It is that all your deeds be for God the Exalted, and that your heart be not gladdened by men’s praises nor that you care about their censure. Know that insincerity is produced by overestimating mankind. The cure for it is for you to see them as subject to omnipotence, and for you to reckon them as though inanimate objects, powerless to bestow ease or hardship, so you become free of insincerity towards them. As long as you reckon them as having control and free-will, insincerity will not keep away from you.

O disciple, as for the rest of your questions—some are covered in my works, so look for them there. And putting others down in writing is an offence. Act in accordance with what you know for what you do not know to be unveiled to you.*

O disciple, after today do not question me about what is difficult for you, except with ‘the tongue of the heart’, on account of His statement (the Exalted), ‘And if they were patient till you emerged for them, it would be better for them.’ Accept the advice of Khādir (upon him be peace) when he said, ‘Do not ask me about anything until I set about mentioning it to you.’ Do not rush so that you may reach the proper time when it will be unveiled to you and you will see it, ‘I will show you My signs—so do not hurry Me!’ So do not question me prematurely, and be certain that you will not arrive without spiritual travel, on account of His statement (the Exalted), ‘Have they not travelled the earth and considered?’

*Ghazālī is paraphrasing a prophetic Tradition: ‘Whoso acts in accordance with what he knows, God bestows on him the knowledge of what he does not act on’ (man ‘amīla bi-mā ‘alāma awnathahu ‘Lāhu tā‘īlā ‘ilma wā lam ya‘mal), Jarāḥī, Kashf al-khafā‘, vol. 2, p. 365, hadith 2542.
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O disciple—by God, if you travel you will see marvels at every stage! Persevere, for the main thing in this affair is perseverance. As Dhū l-Nūn al-Misrī (may God the Exalted be merciful to him) said to one of his disciples, 'If you can persevere, then come. If not, then do not engage in travesties of the Sufis.'

O disciple, I advise you about eight things. Accept them from me lest your knowledge becomes a liability for you on the Day of Resurrection. Accomplish four of them and give up four of them. As for the ones to give up:

[The first of them] is that you do not argue with anyone regarding any issue, insofar as you are able, since there is much that is harmful in it, and its evil is greater than its utility. For it is the origin of every ugly character trait, such as insincerity, envy, haughtiness, resentment, enmity, boastfulness and so on. Certainly, if an issue arises between you and an individual or a group, and your intention in regard to it is that the truth become known and not lost sight of, discussion is allowed you. However there are two indications of this intention. The first is that you make no distinction between the truth's being disclosed on your own tongue or that of someone else. The second is that discussion in private be preferable to you than in public.

\(^{41}\) This echoes Q. 11:219 on wine and gambling: "\(\text{wa-ithmuhamū akānu min naf\'īhūnā} \)."
Listen—I will mention to you something useful at this juncture: understand that questioning about difficulties is [as it were] showing the sickness of the heart to a doctor, and replying to it is an attempt to cure this sickness. Know that the ignorant are the sick at heart, and the knowledgeable are the doctors. The man of inadequate knowledge is not expert in nursing, nor will the wholly knowledgeable man treat every patient. Instead he will treat whoever longs to get treatment and health. If the sickness is chronic or incurable, the expertise of the doctor in regard to it is to state that it is incurable, and he will not concern himself with treating it since it would waste his time.

Next, know that the disease of ignorance is of four kinds. The first of them is curable, and the rest incurable. As for what is incurable, the first is someone whose questioning or arguing is out of his envy and hate. Whenever you answer him with the best, clearest, or most evident reply, it only increases him in hate, hostility, and envy. The modus operandi is not to engage in replying to him. It has been said,

An end may be hoped for every hostility,
But his who was hostile to you through envy.

Thus you should turn away from him and leave him with his sickness. God the Exalted said, "Turn away from whoever holds back from remembering Us and wants nothing but the
life of the world." The envious man in whatever he says and does, sets fire to the crop of his deeds, as the Prophet (upon him be peace) said, 'Envy devours good deeds as fire devours wood.'

The second has foolishness as his sickness, and he too is incurable. As Jesus said (upon him be peace), 'Verily, I was not incapable of bringing the dead to life, but I was incapable of curing the fool.' This is someone who spent a small time in pursuit of learning, studying something in the way of non-revelatory and revelatory knowledge, so out of his stupidity he interrogates and queries the great scholar who has passed his life in the non-revelatory and revelatory sciences, and this idiot in his ignorance thinks that what is a problem for him is also problematic for the great scholar. Since he does not know [even] this much, his questioning is due to his foolishness, and you should not engage in answering him.

The third is someone asking for guidance, and everything he does not understand in the discussion of the great scholars is put down [by him] to the shortcomings in his own knowledge, and his questioning is to learn. However he is unintelligent and does not grasp realities. Thus you should not engage in answering him either, as God's Messenger (God bless him and give him peace) said, 'We, the assemblies of the prophets, have been commanded to address men in proportion to their intellects.'

As for the sickness which is curable—it is that of someone asking for guidance, [who is] intelligent, understanding, not overwhelmed by envy, anger, the love of reputation, prestige and wealth, being a seeker of the Straight Path, and
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whose questioning and querying are not out of envy, obstinacy or desire to test. This man is curable, and it is permissible to engage in a reply to his question, in fact replying to him is obligatory for you.

[The second thing] to give up is: That you are on your guard against becoming a preacher or admonisher for it involves much harm, unless you first 'practice what you preach', then preach it to people. Think of what was said to Jesus (upon him be peace), 'O Son of Mary! Preach to your soul, and if it learns its lesson, preach to people — otherwise show humility before your Lord.'

If you are put to the test with this occupation, be careful of two traits: First is pretentiousness in talking, by way of idioms, allusions, outbursts, verses and poems—for God the Exalted detests the pretentious. The pretentious and excessive man exhibits inward decadence and the indifference of his heart. The idea of admonition is for the worshipper to recollect the fire of the hereafter and his own remissness in the service of the Creator, to consider his past life which he has spent in what did not concern him, and consider what difficulties lie before him such as the absence of firmness of faith in his life's final moments, the nature of his state in the clasps of the Angel of Death, and whether he will be capable of answering Munkar and Nakir, that he worry about his state during the Resurrection and its episodes, and whether he will cross the Bridge safely or tumble into the abyss. The recollection of these things should remain in his heart and upset his apathy. To foment these fires and lament these calamities is termed 'admonition'.

Ayyuhā 'l-walad

وأغتنَمْهُ على حصد وتنزُّهٍ وأفتيحٍ. وهذا يقبل الاللِهُ فنهْجُكُ أن تنشئى إِبَابًا مَّوْيَهُ، بل ينبذ عليكَ إِجَاجَةً. [والآتاني] بما تندفع هو أن تخدّر من أن تكون واعطاً ومدْكُراً لأنِّهُ عاَظِمٌ كَبِيرٌ، إِلا أن تعمل بما تقول أولاً ثم تبطِّى آل التاس. فتنى فيما قيل لِبيثى، عِلى السَّلامُ: يَا أَبَنَ مَرْيَمَ عَلَى تُفْسِدُهُ فإنَّكَ أَنشِطت مِّبَطَ النَّاسَ وَإِلاً فَأَسْتَحْبِطَ مِن ذِي الْحَكَمِ.

وإِنَّ أَتِيْتْ بِهِذَا المَهْمَ فَأَشْهِرْ عَنْ خَطَّأً. الأُولُو عَنْ التَّحْفُرُ في اللِّكَامِ بِالِمَيْتَاتِ وَالإِسْمَارِ وَالْأَنْبِيَاتِ وَالْأَكْشَابِ، لَنْ تَدَخَّلْ بِلَبَّ الْطَّابِعِينَ وَالْمُسْتَكْبِرِينَ، وَالْمُتَخَافِرُونَ عِنْ الْحَقِّ يَعْلَنُ عَلَى خَزَاعِي الْجَبَّالِ وَفَقْهَةِ الْقَلْبِ. وِمَعْنِىُّ الْجَذَّارِ أنَّ يَذَّكَّرُ الْمَخْضُورُ نَارَ الْأَجْرِ، وَيُقَرَّرُ فِي جَمِيعِ الْحَالِيَ، وِيَتَفْكَّرُ فِي غَيْرِ الْعَايِضِ الَّذِي أَنْذَرَ يَا أَبْنَ مَرْيَمَ، وِيَتَفْكَّرُ فِي مَا يَذَّكَّرُهُ مِنَ الْمَتَحَثَّاتِ مِنْ عَمَّامِ سَلَامَةِ الْإِسْمَارِ بِالْحَقِّ، وَكَبْيَةِ خَالِلِهِ في قَبْضَ مَلْكِ الْمَوْتِ وَهُذِهِ يَقُدِّرُ عَلَى جَوْابٍ مَّنْكَرٍ وَتَكَبُّرُ وَيَقُدِّرُ عِلَى الْقَيَّةِ وَمَوَاقِفِهَا، وَهُذِهِ يَقُدِّرُ عَلَى الْمَزَابِرِ سَالًا أَمْ يَقُدِّرُ عِنْ الأَقْلَ ؟ وَيَقُدِّرُ ذُكَرُ هَذَهُ الأَشْتَاءِ في قَلْبِهِ تَفْرِيرُهُ عَنْ قُوَّارِهِ. فِيَقُدِّرُ هَذِهِ الْأَبْيَاتِ وَنَوَعُهَا هَذِهِ الأَصْبَابُ يُصَّمُّ مَنْ ذَكِيرًا.
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Informing mankind and apprising them of these things, warning them of their remissness and negligence, making them see the defects of their egos, so that the heat of these fires impinges on the congregation, and the calamities disturb them so that they make amends for their past lives as far as possible, and they are distressed by the days passed in disobedience to God the Exalted: all this in this way is termed 'preaching'.

It is as if you saw that a flood bore down on an individual's house with him and his family inside, and you said, 'Look out! Look out! Run from the flood!' In these circumstances does your heart long for you to give the owner of the house your message with pretentious expressions, anecdotes and allusions? It is completely repugnant to you! The situation of the preacher is like this and he should give them up.

The second trait is that your effort in your preaching should not be for the people in your congregation to roar or show hysteria and tear at their clothes, so that it is said, 'What a gathering that was!' For all this is worldliness, and that is produced by indifference. Rather your zealous intention must be to lead men from the world to the hereafter, from recalcitrance to obedience, from acquisitiveness to renunciation, from stinginess to generosity, from doubt to certainty, from indifference to vigilance, and from illusion to God-consciousness. You should evoke in them love of the afterlife and loathing for the world. You should teach them about worship and asceticism. Do not allow them to be complacent due to the kindness of God the
Exalted (Glorious and Majestic!) and His mercy, since predominating in their natures is disinclination from the path of the Law, drive in what displeases God the Exalted, and getting tripped up by bad morals. Put fear into their hearts, alarm them and put them on their guard regarding the dangers they will face. Perhaps their inward qualities will be transformed, and their outward behaviour exchanged—'acquisitiveness' and an 'appetite' for obedience, and for repentance from disobedience, will appear.

This then is the right way to preach and advise, and all preaching not thus is a curse upon both speaker and listener. Nay, it is said that [the former] is a ghoul, a demon who sweeps men off the path and destroys them, and they must run from him, since this speaker will wreak havoc on their religion the like of which Satan himself cannot. It is incumbent on whoever has the wherewithal and capability, to get him down from pulpets and prevent him from sermonising, for this is part of 'enjoining good and forbidding evil'.

[The third thing] to give up is that you have nothing to do with princes and rulers, nor see them, because the spectacle of them, gatherings with them and socialising with them are a serious danger. If you are put to the test by this, avoid praising them and complimenting them, for God the Exalted is angered if a wrongdoer or tyrant is praised, and whoever prays for their long life wants God to be disobeyed on His earth.
[The fourth thing] to give up is to accept nothing of the benefaction of princes nor their presents, even if you know they were acquired legitimately. For expecting it from them degrades religion, in that sycophancy, partiality for them and complicity in their tyranny are produced by it. All this is corruption in religion. The least of its harm is that when you receive their donations and profit from their material possessions, you like them, and whoever likes an individual would prefer him to have a long life span, unavoidably. Preferring the survival of the tyrant constitutes a desire for the creatures of God the Exalted [to continue] to suffer tyranny, and a desire for the world’s ruination. What is worse than this for religion and our final ends? Beware! Beware that the demons’ suggestions, or some people’s talk to you does not deceive you to the effect that ‘the best and most appropriate thing is for you to receive the money from them and distribute it amongst the poor and beggars, for they are wasting it in dissolute living and disobedience and your spending it on helpless people is better than their spending it.’ For the Accursed One has severed many people’s necks by these whisperings! We have mentioned this in the Revival of the Sciences, so look for it there.52

As for the four things which you must do: [The first is] that you make your relations with God the Exalted such that were a servant of yours to behave thus with you, you would be content with him and not weary of liking him, nor get angry. Whatever would dissatisfy you for yourself on the part of this hypothetical servant of yours, should dissatisfy you also for God the Exalted, and He is actually your Lord!
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[The second is] whenever you interact with people, deal with them as you would wish yourself to be dealt with by them, for a worshipper's faith is incomplete until he wants for other people what he wants for himself.

[The third is] if you read or study knowledge, your knowledge must improve your heart and purge your ego—just as if you learned that your life would only last another week, inevitably you would not spend it in learning about law, ethics, jurisprudence, scholastic theology and suchlike, because you would know that these sciences would be inadequate for you. Instead, you would occupy yourself with inspecting your heart, discerning the features of your personality, giving worldly attachments a wide berth, purging yourself of ugly traits, and you would occupy yourself in adoring God the Exalted, worshipping Him, and acquiring good qualities. And not a day or night passes for [any] worshipper without his death during it being a possibility!

O disciple, listen to another statement from me, and think about it to find salvation. If you were notified that the ruler would be coming to you on a visit in a week's time, I know that during this period you would be occupied with nothing but putting in order what you knew his glance would fall on of your clothing, your person, house, furnishings and so on. Now think what it is I am hinting at, for you are intelli-

Ayyuha 'l-walad

[The second is] كُلّاً عُلِّمْتُ بِالثَّانِيَ أنَّهُ لا يُصَلِّ إِنَاءً عَنْدَكَ حَتَّى يَصْلِّي لَنْمَا حَتَّى يَصْلِّي

[The third is] إِذَا قَرَأْتَ الْعُلْمَ أوْ طَالِبَةَ تَفْتَقُرُ أنْ تَكُنْ عَلَمْكَ يَضُحِّكُ فُلْكِهُ وَيَزْرُكُ نَفْسُهُ، كَمَا لَوْ كَتَبْتُ أنْ مُنْهَرْدَ مَا يَبْقُ عِنْدَكَ أَنْثُوبَ، فَإِلَى الْفَرْعُوْرَةَ لا يَشْشَلُ فِيهَا بِعَلَمَ الْيَتِّيْفَةِ والْأَخْلَاقيَةِ

وَالْأَصْلُوْلِ والْكِلامِ وأَنْثَاثَاهَا، لِأَنْ تَعْلَمْ أَنْ هَذِهِ الْعِلْمُمَ لا تَفْتَقُرُ بَلْ تَشْشَلُ بِمَراَفِقَةِ الْقَلْبِ وَمَعْرِفَةِ سَوَاتِ الْمَدْنَسِ وَالْإِجْلَاصِ عَنْ عَنْلَايِ الْأَنْثَيَا وَيَزْرُكُ نَفْسُهُ عَنْ الْأَخْلَاقيَةِ الْمَدْمَوْمَةِ وَتَشْشَلُ بِحَمْيَةِ

اللهِ تَقَالُ وَعَبَدَيْهِ وَالْإِلْفَاصِ بِالأَوْصَافِ الْحَمْلِيَةِ، وَلَا تَمْرَعُ عَنْ عَبْدِ يُومِ وَلِيَةٍ إِلَّا وَيَكُنْ أَنْ يَكُنْ مُؤْتِهِ فِيهِ.
A single word is enough for someone clever. The Messenger of God said (upon him be blessings and peace), 'God will not look upon your forms, nor upon your deeds, but He will look into your hearts and your intentions.' If you want the science of the states of the heart, look at the *Revival* and other works of mine. This science is an individual obligation, while others are a collective obligation, except the amount [needed] for obligations to God the Exalted to be performed. And He it is who will grant you success in acquiring it.

[The fourth is that] you should not stock up more of the world's produce than is adequate for one year, as the Messenger of God (upon him be blessings and peace) used to arrange this for one of his wives, saying, 'O God, make the sustenance of Muhammad's family enough!' And he used not to arrange this for all his wives, but he used to arrange it for the one in whose heart he knew was a weakness. As for whoever [of his wives] was confident—he used not to arrange more than one or half a day's sustenance for her.

O disciple, I have addressed the things you asked for in this discourse, and you must carry them out, and do not forget me in this—to mention me in your devout supplications! As for the prayer which you requested from me, look for it amongst the supplications in collections of authentic Traditions and recite this prayer during all the moments you have, in particular as a supererogation after your formal prostrations:

---

*The sentence contains an ellipsis. The thought is that Sufism ('the science of the states of the heart') is a responsibility for every adult Muslim. All other religious sciences are the responsibility of the scholars (i.e. a collective obligation) except insofar as the knowledge of certain details of such sciences is necessary for every adult Muslim in fulfilling his or her individual obligations towards God.*
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O God, I beg Thee in regard to grace for its completeness, in regard to protection for its permanence, in regard to mercy for its totality, in regard to wellbeing for its realization, in regard to livelihood for the most plentiful, in regard to life for the most happy, in regard to beneficence for the most perfect, in regard to favour for the most inclusive, in regard to generosity for the most sweet, and in regard to gentleness for the most intimate.

O God, be for us and do not be against us! O God, conclude our lives with happiness, and make our hopes abundantly real, unite our mornings and evenings in wellbeing, and entrust our destiny and future state to Thy mercy, pour the vessel of Thy forgiveness over our sins, grant us the correction of our faults, make God-consciousness our provision, and make our exertion to be for Thy religion, and our trust and our confidence to be in Thee.

O God, set us upon the path of righteousness, protect us in the world from causes of regret on the Day of Resurrection, lighten the weight of our sins, endow us with the way of life of the godly, restrain us from and avert from us the evil of the wicked, and release our necks and the necks of our fathers, mothers, brothers, and sisters from hellfire, by Thy Mercy, Thou Infinitely Precious, Thou Ever-Forgiving, Thou Bountiful One, Thou Veiler of sins, Thou Omniscient and Omnipotent!

O God, O God, O God! By Thy Mercy, Thou Most Merciful of the Merciful, Thou First of all and Last of all, Thou Mighty Lord of Power, Thou who hast mercy on the needy, Thou Most Merciful of the Merciful, there is no god but Thou, glory be to Thee: I am a sinner! God bless our liege lord Muhammad, all his Family and Companions, and praise belongs to God, the Lord of the Worlds.

As well as dhunūb (sins), dhunūb would signify 'a full bucket', and so we have a possible paronomasia here: God's vessel (ṣijāh) filling-up our dhunūb.
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Appendix
Persons cited in the text

'ABD ALLĀH IBN 'UMAR (d. 73 [693/4])—20. A Companion of the Prophet and a major transmitter of Traditions. The son of the Caliph 'Umar Ibn al-Khaṭṭāb with whom he had embraced Islam, he was famed for piety and moral qualities. He fought at the Battle of the Ditch aged fifteen. Such was his scrupulousness in religion that reports were collected on his manner of dress and behaviour. The caliphate was offered him three times but he turned it down, choosing to dedicate himself to learning for which he was renowned. It is said he rejected the office of qādī, so anxious was he about any misinterpretation of the law. Died as a result of a wound apparently unintentionally delivered by one of the soldiers of al-Hājjāj. (EF 1.53-4 [L. Veccia Vaglieri], 'Asqalānī, Isāba, ii. 338-341.)

ABŪ BAKR AL-ṢIDDĪQ, ibn Abi Quḥāfa al-Taymī (d. 13 [634])—xxix, 18. The first of the four Righteous Caliphs and the Prophet's chief adviser. He had been a merchant before Islam and had been respected for his knowledge of genealogy. He bought and manumitted Bilāl and 'Āmir ibn Fuhayra after their persecution by the pagans in Mecca. He personally accompanied the Prophet on the Hijra in 622. Father of the Prophet's wife 'A'īsha. Involved in his two-year caliphate in
suppressing a wave of apostasy in Yemen, the Banū Ḥanīfa in the Yamāma, the tribes of Asad and Ḥaṭafsān, and the tribe of Tamīm. When Abū Bakr dispatched Khālid ibn al-Walīd to Iraq, he effectively initiated the great wave of Islamic conquests. He died in Medina after an illness. (EF 1.109–111 [W. Montgomery Watt].)

'ĀLĪ IBN ABĪ TĀLĪB (d. 40 [660])—xvii, xxx, xxxv, 12. Ranked with Khādīja as the first to embrace Islam, 'Ali was the cousin and son-in-law of the Prophet through his marriage to Fāţima. On the death of ‘Uthmān, he became the fourth of the Righteous Caliphs. He is also the first Imām of the Shi‘a. Possibly the foremost spiritual authority in Islam after the Prophet who, after describing himself as the city of knowledge, said ‘Ali was its gate. A great warrior of Islam about whom the angel Gabriel said, ‘No knight if not ‘Ali!’ (lā jatā illā ‘Ali’). Slain by the Khārijite ‘Abd al-Rahmān ibn Mūljam al-Murādī after a troubled caliphate. (EF 1.381–6 [L. Veccia Vaglieri]; Ibn ‘Abd al-Barr, Istī‘āb, iii.26–27.)

DHŪ’L-NŪN al-Miṣrī, Thawbān (d. 245 [859/60])—xxvii, 42. A famous Sufi of the earlier period, of Nubian stock. He was a disciple of Sa‘dūn in Cairo. Dhū’l-Nūn was said to have been the first to formulate systematically the Sufi doctrine of the states and stations (al-wa’il, maqāmāt). He was an early proponent of a properly gnostic Sufism, describing the saints as ‘those who contemplate God in their hearts, so that God reveals Himself to them in a way in which He is not revealed to any others in the world’. He was an alchemist, and works by him on this subject as well as magic have survived. Attacked by the Mu’tazila for asserting the uncreatedness of the Qur‘ān. Also attacked by ‘Abd Allāh ibn ‘Abd al-Hakam for public Sufi-preaching. Arrested and released by the Caliph al-Mutawakkil. (EF 1.242 [M. Smith]; Qushayrī, Risāla, 1.38–61.)
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AL-ḤASAN al-Ḫašī (d. 110 [728/9])—xxxi, 10, 12, 18. One of the most famous of the ‘successors’ (tāḥī‘ūn). Born in Medina, as a young man he took part in the campaigns of conquest in Eastern Iran and then became a preacher in Baṣra. His sermons which have survived in fragments are considered amongst the best examples of early Arabic prose. His sanctity and eloquence attracted many to his sermons and his name occurs in many Sufi chains (silsilā). (EF ii.247–8 [H. Ritter]; al-Fāshānī, Ḥilyat al-awliyā‘, ii.131–61.)

ḤĀTIM AL-ĂṢA’IM al-Balkhī (d. 237 [851/2])—xxxi, 28. An important Sufi of the earlier period and cited often in the Risāla al-Qushayriyya. He was known as the ‘Luqmān of this community’, famous for his asceticism and otherworldliness, preoccupations reflected in what is quoted of him. He visited Baghdad where he met Abū ‘Abd Allāh ibn Ḥanbal. Died at Wāṣhīrī near R前所 in Transoxiana. (al-Fāshānī, Ḥilyat al-awliyā‘, viii.73–84.)

AL-JUNAYD, Abū ‘l-Qāsim ibn Muhammad (d. 298 [910/1])—x, xxx, 6. Native of Baghdad, Junayd was nephew and disciple of Sa‘d al-Saqāṣī. He associated with Hārīth al-Muḥāsibī and with him became an exponent of the Sufism of ‘sobriety’ (ṣaww). The honorary titles he acquired reflect the respect he attained in that capacity: ‘Lord of the Sect’ (sāyyid al-tā‘īfa), ‘Peacock of the Mendicants’ (ta‘īs al-suqārā), and ‘Director of the Spiritual Directors’ (shaykh al-mashāyikh). His rasā‘il have in large part survived in a single, though fragmentary, manuscript (GALS, 1.354–5). His style is involved; he was among the first Sufis to discuss the doctrine of ‘passing away’ (fānā‘). Famous for having been one of the Sufis to have signed the document calling for the execution of Manṣūr al-Ḫallāj. In law, he followed the school of Abū Thawr, and his gatherings were attended not only by Sufis, but also jurists, theologians, and philosophers. (EF ii.600 [A. J. Arberry]; A. H. Abdel-Kader, The Life, Personality and Writings of al-Junayd.)
AL-KHADIR—40. An immortal sage, usually understood to be a prophet, and related in some respects to the figure Ut-napishtim in the Gilgamesh story. He is green (khadîr) because immortal. He is identified normally with the mysterious ‘servant of God’ encountered by Moses (Q. xviii: 65–82). In this Qur’anic story Khâdîr tells Moses he may accompany him as long as he does not challenge anything he does, but after successive incomprehensible deeds, Moses cannot help protesting. Before parting, Khâdîr explains the wisdom of his actions. In this respect Khâdîr is a Qur’anic paradigm for certain manifestations of Sufism such as the Malâmîyya. (EF iv.902–5 [A. J. Wensick].)

LUQMÂN—22. A pre-Islamic Arab sage mentioned in the Qur’an, understood to have been granted enormous longevity as a reward for his piety. Thus as well as being styled ‘the Wise’ (al-hâkim), he was also known in ancient Arab lore as the ‘Long-lived’ (al-mu‘anmari. Qur’an xxxi is named after him; in it he counsels his son with the repeated expression ‘My dear son’ (yâ bunayya). Hence he is regularly associated in the Islamic tradition with salutary maxims, so, for example, Maydânî’s collection of proverbs contains many attributed to Luqmân. (EF v.811–3 [B. Heller-[N. A. Stillman]]; Maydânî, Majma‘ al-anthâl, passim.)

MUNKAR AND NAKIR—48. Names of two angels who in Muslim belief examine souls in the intermediate, i.e., purgatorial state after death but before Resurrection. They are in other words the executors of what is called the ‘Punishment of the Grave’ (‘adhâb al-qabr), a decisive eschatological doctrine of Sunnism. The Wasîyyat Abî Hanîfa mentions them by name (art. 18, 19), and similarly al-Fîqh al-akhbar ii (art. 23). The Karrâmîyya sect taught that Munkar and Nakir are to be identified with the two guardian angels of every individual during their life (See Q. l:17). While their names only explic-
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figure in classical Sufi literature. (*EI* iv.360 [L. Massignon]; Qushayrī, *Risāla*, 1.139–160.)

SUFYĀN AL-THAWRĪ, ibn Sa‘īd (d. 161 [777/8])—20. Theologian and ascetic, also a traditionist who was taught Traditions from his father. He was among the first to commit the great number of Traditions in his knowledge to writing, and is sometimes even ranked above Mālik ibn Anas. He is credited with founding a defunct strongly Tradition-based legal school (*madhhab*). He was offered numerous official positions under the Umayyads, but declined to take up any. The Sufis assert he was one of their own and Abū Naṣr al-Sarrāj in the *Luma‘* cites him as evidence of Sufism’s non-innovated status. (*EI* iv.500 [M. Plessner]; *Isfahānī, Hilyat al-awliyā‘*, vi.356–393, vii.3–144.)

---
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renewer, see mujaddid
Resurrection, see Day of Resurrection
Revival of the Religious Sciences, see Iḥyā‘ ‘ullām al-dīn
rhetoric, xxx, 14
riyā‘ ('eyeservice'), xxxiii, 40, 42
Sabbāgh, Toufic, xxiii, xvi, xxxvii
Sabbāgh, Toufic, xxiii, xvi, xxxvii
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Sa’d ibn Mu‘ādh, 18

salā‘a (‘rhyming prose’), xxviii
Salafī, ix
al-Sarraj, Abū Naṣr, xxxvii
Satan, 32, 38, 52
scepticism, xii, xiii, xiii, xiv, xv
Scherer, G.H., xxiii, xxvi, xxxvi

science of the states of the heart, see ʿilm ahwāl al-qalb
Seljuq, vii–ix, xi, xiii, xvi, xix, xx, xxxi
sense data, see maḥṣūsāt
Shāfī’īsm, Shāfī’ite, vii, xi
al-Shahrastānī, Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Karīm, xxxvii
Sharī’a, xxvi, xxx, xxxii, 14, 22, 24, 52
shath (‘theopathic utterance’), x, xxvi, 6, 24
al-Shibli, Abū Bakr, xxiii, 26
Shi‘ism, vii, viii, xx
al-Ṣiddiq, see Abū Bakr
al-Sijistānī, Abū Ya‘qūb, viii
silsila (‘initiatic chain’), xxxii, 36
al-Simnānī, ‘Ali’ al-Dawla, xxxvii
sincerity, see ikhlās
skepsis, see scepticism
sober (versus ‘intoxicated’)
mysticism, vii, x, xxvi
sola gratia, xxx
Sufism, vii–xi, xv, xix–xxi, xxvi, xxvii, xxxii, xxxiv, 38, 58
Sufyān al-Thawrī, 20

al-Sulami, Abū ‘Abd al-Rahmān, xxxvii
Sumnūn ibn Ḥamza, ix
Tahāfut al-falāṣifah, xvi, xxxvii
ta‘līm (‘authoritative instruction’), xviii, xviii
taqlidiyāt (‘dogmas’), xii
tariqa, pl. tawq (‘Sufi order’), xx

tashrīq, ayām al-22

Tawakkul (‘reliance on God’), xxxiii, 36, 38
technical terminology, see istilāḥāt
al-Thawrī, see Sufyān al-Thawrī
theopathic utterance, see shath

Thātīsī, x
Torah, 34
truths of reason, see ʿaqilīyat
Ṭūs, x, xxxi
al-Ṭūsī, Abū ‘Alī Ḥasan, xi, xvi, xxii

‘ubidiyya (‘servanthood’), xxxiii, 38, 54
‘ulamā‘ (the Muslim scholarly class), xxv

uḥdāt al-shuhūd, xxvi
Wāḥhābī, ix
wisdom, see hikma
“Work for your terrestrial life in proportion to your location in it, and work for your afterlife in proportion to your eternity in it.” This is part of the advice that the great theologian and mystic Abū Hāmid al-Ghazālī put down in his *Letter to a Disciple* (*Ayyuha’l-Walad*).

Considered to be the spiritual last will and testament of al-Ghazālī, *Letter to a Disciple* is a summary of the spiritual teachings of he who was regarded as the ‘Proof of Islam’. Written towards the end of his life, *Letter to a Disciple* was composed in response to the request by a disciple for the master to write down in a few pages a summary of all his teachings. The main ideas running throughout the work is on acquiring knowledge which is of spiritual benefit, purifying the intention, and acting on the basis of the acquired knowledge. Referring extensively to the example of the Prophet and to that of the early Sufis, al-Ghazālī gives us a work of great depth, beauty and simplicity.

This new translation is presented here as a bilingual English-Arabic edition. The Arabic text is fully vocalised and the whole book is therefore suitable as a reader for students of Arabic.

Abū Hāmid al-Ghazālī (1058–1111), theologian, logician, jurist and mystic, was born and died at the town of Tūs in Central Asia, but spent much of his life lecturing in Baghdad or leading the life of a wandering dervish. Because of his success in revealing the compatibility of the outward forms of religion with the inner experiences of the Sufi tradition, he is commonly regarded as the ‘renewer’ of the fifth Muslim century, and the most influential thinker of medieval Islam.

Tobias Mayer holds a Ph.D. in Islamic Philosophy from the University of Oxford. He was a lecturer in Islamic Studies at the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, and is presently at the Institute of Ismaili Studies.
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